Title word cross-reference

#55 [Och09]. #59 [Cha09].

+ [BMV03], -1/2, 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 [Mac98], 1 [WKM04], 1/2 [PS08]. $145.00$ [Ano98a]. 2 [CMV09, RBS93a]. $22.50$ [Ano99a, Ano99b]. $24.95$ [Eme94, Ano96a]. 3 [BCE93, Fuj95, SC19]. $50.00$ [Ano98b].

$\frac{[\text{Ano03}]}{2}$ [FGCG94]. $29\text{Si}$ [SSLG91].

$40\text{Ar}$ [Xu93]. $39\text{Ar}$ [Xu93]. \(1 R\) [LS04].

$S$ [Lav91]. \(\alpha\) [Jon92b]. \(AXB^T + CXD^T = E\) [Hop02, GWL+92]. \(B\) [Lai92a, Lai92b].

\(BR[B \rightarrow X_{sy}]\) [DGS08]. \(C^1\) [Ren04]. \(D\) [CMH91]. \(\ell\) [KTBMB02]. \(F\) [AS93]. \(F_{-}\) [NSJD98]. \(L_1\) [Dem03]. \(N\) [Hig93].

\(p^n_{1/2+t}(x)\) [GST12]. \(\pi\) [KS12]. \(q\) [CHM91].

\(R^3\) [MC96], \(SU(3)\) [BW12]. \(t\) [Som98]. \(U(a,x)\) [GST06a, GST06b]. \(V(a,x)\) [GST06a, GST06b]. \(\varphi\) [Koi09]. \(W(a,x)\) [GST11].

-conjugated [KS12]. -D [WKM04, RBS93a].

-Dimensional [BCE93, CHM91]. -function [Jon92b]. -functions [Koi09]. -is [BN96].

-Lattice [GAW96a, GAW96b]. -nets [Lai92a, Lai92b]. -nodes [SG95].

-Percentiles [AS93]. -state [CHM91].

/Fortran [TBG+02]. /Java [Och09].

/release [Dig90a].

0 [Gon01, Tay99]. 0-1 [BKK94].

0-262-61094-9 [Eme94]. 0-471-95596-5 [Gon01]. 0-8493-2016-X [Tay99]. 007R1
[W+95].


5 [Ame97d, Bra97d, DT93, Gon01, HP95b, KBKT94]. 524 [Bre78]. 528 [FHS78, GG99]. 5th [Ban93, Fri94, IEE94a, NBC92]. 6.3/03 [Ing90a, In90b]. 6000 [Bel90a, Bel90b]. 600Js [WTW90]. 64 [AAC+04]. 64-bit [YXY+07]. 679 [DDHD90]. 689 [BB91]. 690 [BD91]. 692 [DGL91b]. 6th [BGNP94, HMP94]. 703 [CC92a]. 7040/FOURTRAN [Anoxx]. 705 [Hop02]. 706 [BE92, Esp98]. 707 [NPB92]. 711 [NS92]. 717 [BGW93]. 720 [BCE93]. 724 [AS93]. 725 [Dre93]. 729 [HC94]. 730 [ARS94]. 734 [Hop98]. 751 [Ren96a, Ren99a]. 752 [Ren96b, Ren99b]. 755 [GJU96]. 757 [Mac96a]. 761 [Aki96, DVO0, RB98]. 762 [BLL+96]. 763 [Kea96b]. 769 [Hop03]. 77 [AL92, Ain90, Ain91, And90, BS91a, BBB00, BK06, BSV16, BKMC96, Bor91b, Bro90a, Bro92b, Bro92a, CM92, Cha94c, CC99, CS90a, dCH94, Dem03, Dem06, Dem07, ES93a, Ein95, EKB92, Ins91a, Ell81, Ell90, Ett90, Ett92, Ett93, Ett96, Ett97, GH18, GHN19, GG99, GP97, GST02a, Gil01, Her90, HB91a, Hop02, KF92d, Lah90, LM90b, Lig91a, Lig91b, Manxx, MC94, MC95a, Mr90, MA90, MN01, NL92, NL95a, NLN96, O’K93, OPE+95, Pag95, Per93, Pre93a, PTV96, RZ94a, RZ94b, Ron90, Sil92a, Si92b, Spe96a, SWBO93, SOP93, Sil01, SW91, SB92, Spe96b, SF93, Tor91, Tre95, WNO94, Wri91, Yip90, Zim07, ZB94b].

77-Programmen [EMR93]. 77-programs
GRE99, GRW07, Jon09, KaM10, LS05, MR96a, MRC04, Moo95, RMX05, RRX+08, Sch99, Sch03, Sun05, Tay97, vWAH+02, vH06, vH10, Gen06, Hin06, Iha06, Sch07. 95-007R1 [W+95]. 95/2003 [MRC04, RMX05, RRX+08]. 9593-1 [IEC90, ISO90]. 9593-1-1990 [Am97a]. 95-93 [ACM96a, ACM96b, IEE96]. 961 [BSV16]. 9th [IEE95a].

= [Gon90b, RD91].


ABBPACK [MKFB92]. ABD [AR06].

ABDPACK [MKFB92]. Abel [WJ94].

Aberth [Bin96]. Abilities [WR93]. ability [Cho90, TJ90]. Absoft [Ano96b].

Abstract [CS90b, SW94, SKP91, CM91, MKS+96, SKM94]. Abstracting [Lor19].

Abstraction [Sun95, CS90b, RRX+08]. abstracts [Sch93b]. accelerated [SYS01].

accelerating [SIO92]. Acceleration [HI97, HE13]. Accelerators [AC17].

Access [Ham93, KNS95b, LP92, LP93, BK89, BxCW01, KNS95a]. accesses [DSv94]. accessible [BDH+05].

accommodate [SW91]. accompany [BS91b]. Accomplishments [SZAB98].

Accuracy [RB99, Ak96, DV00, Nak90].

accurate [PG10, Wal93b]. achieved [DPR94].

Achievement [MFI+94]. acid [TR91].

ACM [ACM97, Bee92, IEE92, PEP92, HOP93, ACM93c, PP93, ACM93b, Ano95c, Kar95, RB99, Ham85, HM90, RH84]. ACM/IEEE [ACM97, Kar95, ACM98]. acoustic [NJ94b].

Acoustics [KG99]. ACPC [Vol93]. ACPS [BH90].

ACRITH [Wal93a]. ACRITH-XSC [Wal93a].

Across [Bra97a, Coo03, Fri96]. ACSL [GOBG+94].

ACSL-Model [GOBG+94]. Activation [An90a]. AD [RP12]. Ada

Boo81, BH90, Cha90, FBC96, Gli96, Moo95, Mor81, Och90, WBS97, Adams [An90b, GMC96]. adapted [Lav91].

Adapting [Fat94, Mer92b, GG99].

Adaptive [BE92, BCE93, DN90, KK94, Mit02, AES+96, CC94, Esp98, GC03, HMS+95, SPM+94, WK04]. adaptor [BV13, BZ94]. added [CA90]. addendum [Hew91b].

Adding [SZAB97]. Additions [HMT90]. Address [SSC00, TR96, SJ94].

Addresses [CGL+95, CGL+93]. Adelaide [NBC92]. ADIFOR [BCC+92, BKMC96].

Adjoint [GK06, GRSS02]. Adjoints [NR06]. adjusted [ZMR+91]. ADOL [GJU96].

ADOL-C [GJU96]. adoption [NDSG07].

Advanced [AMC01, Ben95, Czm94b, Czm94a, Don95, MKF95, MCAB+02, Tem96, Wil95a, Wil95b, Bly94, Ben99b, CMZ94b, CMZ94a, FSPC+02, PGH+90, CMZ95, Ano96a].

Advances [FHP+12, IEE97, Nic91]. advantage [VK93]. Advantages [Rei92c, Rei92a, Rei92b]. advective [Car93].

advice [Un12]. Aeroacoustic [NO97].

aerodynamic [Con92].

AeroRc [Con92].

aeronautical [Gro91]. aerospace [N092].

Affine [SSC00]. after [Met92b]. against [BSPF01, BSB+03, Ste91]. age [HK95].

ahead [An95d]. Aid

[CT90, GV92, Gou93, Mil91]. aide [RD91].

Aided [IEE94, Gsy92, Bar92, HT91, LJC96].

AIS [Yan94a]. Airshed [SS00]. Airy

[Fab04, GST02a]. AIX [Int90c, Int90d, Int90a, Int90b, Int90m, IBM03].

AIX/ [Int90m]. AIZ [GST02a].

[Kon94, Ede90, Kon94, Tha93, Wu93].

Albuquerque [IEE91, ACM93b].

Alexandria [An94d]. Algebra

[DGL91b, DGL91a, DGL91b, DCH88b, DCH88a, DV98, DOP02, GvdG91, W98, ACK97, CWB92, CWB94, Coo95, GL10, Jon92a, Jon92b,
Kea92, Lan90a, LFG00, Mal91, Mat90].

**Algebraic** [ACM94c, DDF10, Lev95a, Sen03, Ste95a, WN90, CC98, HBG+05, KM99].

**algebra** [Mal91]. **Algo** [Wil93].

**Algorithm** [ARS92, ARS94, Amo90, AFS94, BS97, BGKZ91, Bai93a, BBCH95, BE92, BCG93, Bou97, BG97, Buc94a, Buc94b, CJL97, CP93, CV94, CT95, Cas89a, Cod93a, Cod93b, Cos97a, Dem95, DL95, DGR92, DCHH88b, DV05, KM99, LFG00, Mal91].

**Algol** [Wil93].

**Algorithm** [ARS92, ARS94, Amo90, AFS94, BS97, BGKZ91, Bai93a, BBCH95, BE92, BCG93, Bou97, BG97, Buc94a, Buc94b, CJL97, CP93, CV94, CT95, Cas89a, Cod93a, Cod93b, Cos97a, Dem95, DL95, DGR92, DCHH88b, DV05, KM99, LFG00, Mal91].

**algorithmic** [FHP+12, JSY+20]. **Algorithmic** [FHP+12, JSY+20]. **algorithmique** [Robxx]. **Algorithms** [CFGG94, DH92, EMU96, EMUP98, FGCG94, Ham85, HM90, HHHK94, Kea95b, MJR93, MT90, ONT95, RB99, RHS4, SD92, Ste95a, TDMC97, WMMW97, dSZP92, Ano97a, BID95, Deng97, HMT90, LV01, Mal91, Num05, Rat95, SD93, Swa84, vPMF92, LMV09]. **algorithmov** [Mal91]. **Alias** [MHT96, NI03]. **aliasing** [LR91]. **Align** [HCLJ03].

**Alignment** [CGS93, HCLJ03, CMZ93b, CMZ93a, Cha93, WI94]. **alignments** [vKS94]. **Allocation** [BCT94, MR93b, Tal91, CCK90, HK93, RMX05, RFR99]. **allow** [Ano92b, OJ09]. **alluvial** [MB92]. **Almost** [MKFB92, Sch93c]. **Alpha** [Sha95, Jon92a, Sil01]. **alpha-function** [Jon92a]. **Already** [Sch93c]. **Altarelli** [KKK95, KL92]. **Altarelli-Parisi** [KKK95, KL92]. **Alternate** [Bro92a]. **Alternative** [Sha95, CMZ93b, CMZ93a]. **Alto** [ACM01]. **AM1** [HK5+97]. **AMAD** [CA90]. **AMBER** [HK5+97]. **AMD** [ADD04]. **Ameko** [McC95]. **American** [Ame90b, Ame92]. **Among** [SWM95, GLS93, SB91, SFB92, vV90].

**AMPHAX** [Cum90]. **amplifier** [MIN+95]. **AMT** [CW94]. **Analyse** [RD91]. **Analyses** [CI96, Ber92, CI98, Nar95, WC92, YH93]. **Analysis** [AMC98, AM90, BHR90, Cok95, CL94, DJ92, DFS95, EO91, Ger94b, GS97, HK92, Harxx, HHL90, Kom00, KOM94, KKK10, LR94, LH92, Mas93b, MP93, Oka95, Pao99, RD92, SNK06, SVD96, SDv98, SAS90, SF93, Ueb97, vKK+93, Agt94, AIP90, AZ98, Bet97, BHG+06, Bli90, Bra94a, CK86, CH96, CKT85, Cre90b, DS94, Dot93, EK92, GV92, HK90, KIK09, IM90b, IMS91c, IMS91g, IMS91h, KW94, KOM93, KH93, Kor99, KSM95, LPA95, LK93, LMY90, dLIE95, LG00, MH91, Mas94, MHT96, MIR90, MDV07, Pao01, PBU95, PW93,

analytical [Var97]. Analysts [Dya95]. Analyzing [CHL94, HMW91, LW07, Sze90, HW95, HMW93]. Anasazi [BHLT09].


ANSI [Ano98b, Ame87, AC92, A +92, Ame96, Ame97b, Ame97a, AWB92, ABM +97, Ein95]. ANSI-C [Ein95]. ANSI/ISO [A +92, Ame97a, AWB92]. ANSI/ISO/IEC [Ame97b]. Any [See04, Kah01]. AP1000 [HDH +94, HDH +95, SIDH95]. AP87 [HM92]. APD [KP92]. API [Ins92, IEE92a, IEE93b]. APL [AP90]. apparent [CNP91, Dut94]. appendix [Mal91]. Application [A92, AS91, AAK01, BCS00, BCS01, BC01, BGLP94, Fox94, Gar91a, Gar91b, GLPE97, Hem94, HIM91, Hum00, IEE92a, JBBH93, PHFF94a, YFH97, AFS99, AH90, Ame90a, CN94, CW94, GT92a, GT94, Ins92, Mal91, NG93, PFS93, Pel93, Sun93, GT92b].

Applications [ASS93, ASS95, Aono02, Ben99a, Bra94c, BCC +96a, BCC +96b, BCH +06, B SPF01, CNBB96, CZH94b, CZH94a, CHKM93, D94, FGRT00, Fer92, FK95, GS90b, GS01a, GL96, HRW +98, Irv91, Jon95, KF92c, KSW93, LK93a, Med93, Nat00, Oka95, Pas95, RRM +15, RZ94b, SN94, Yam95, AAS93, AL93, BLT94, Ben99b, Ben00, Bra94d, BCC +97a, BCC +97b, BxCW01, BMV03, BS +03, Cen91, Cha94a, CM94b, CMZ94a, CMVZ94, CMZ95, DDcMR96, DSZ94, DKMS91, Don95, FGBN19, FG93, GBR15, GS90a, GB95, GR92, HZ99, IMS91b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, KF93b, Law01, MM94, MZ00, ZM01, NBC92, PD96, Rap90, RBS93a, RBS93b, SRH96, SM02a, SFKL02, SIS02, TMD13, YY +07].

Applicative [OM90]. Applied [EKO1, Gl91b, JSW93, KaM10, MA18, Mat90, Lev94]. Applicins [KF92a]. Applying [CC93]. Appreciation [Rei96b]. Approach [ASS95, BCFH93, CS90a, CL93, HLJ98, Jéz93, Schxx, BC97, BCF +94c, BHS92, CK86, EKC95, GBC92, HM92, KHJS94, SS09, Wag94, WW94, WTW90].


Architectural [Ano94a, CHKM93, HDH +94, HDH +95]. Architecture [AAC +04, Ano93b, MS94, AHJS90, BT01, CMVZ94, Par86, WMCU97, YY +07].

Architectures [BK93, HHK94, Mer92b, Sab95, TLS91, BZ99, CGS94, HMPT94, Lan90a, TLS90, ZCP95, vPMF92]. Arcsine [HFT97]. area [BDH+05, Deu90]. ARGON.f90 [BOPC05]. Argonne [BRH90, KLM91]. Argonne/GMD [BRH90].

Argument [Ano90, Kod08, Kod11, GST04a]. Arguments [NPB92, GST04b]. ARIMA [Bel11]. Arising [MKFB92, WW90].
Arithmetic [Bon06, Bre78, Bre79, BHY80, CT90, Cse99, Kul95, Oku95, Sch99, Smi91, Smi98, SP91a, SP91b, Sun05, TOM04, VCV97b, AH92, AAK01, BBZ95, EP92, HM92, Sch03, Smi01, VCV97a, Vig93].
Arithmetics [FGG09, FGGL05].
Arles [Van95].
Arlington [IEE92c].
ARLOSS [Xu93].
Array [BBZ94, CCL01, CI96, HM96, HLJ95, HLJ98, HLJ01, KHS96, Mas93b, McC96, Mer92b, Rod90, SW94, Ste95b, SOG94, TCF94, Vio90, AW94, AKLS88, ARB94, ARB95, BBDR94, BBDR95, CCL04, Cha93, CD03, HK90, KHS95, KHR95, Kir02, LPA95, Mas94, NRK98, OH90, PQ94, Rei02, TOC18, WW94, WW95, WI94, BCS00, BCS01, BC01, MDV07, NR98, Num05, Wal02a, CDMC06].
Arrays [Ber91a, CGS93, Mey01, Ros93, vDSP96, AH90, Bec91, BSCV95, CS90b, DSV94, RBS92, RN07].
arsenide [SMB90].
Art [Adl93, Kon94, Lev98, PTM96, PTV96, Yan94b, DeT90, Lo98, Nak90, PTV96, Pref94b, Sch91a]. Artificial [BPG94, HR92].
Artistic [Mil93].
ASL [FGRT00].
ASME [KRB+90].
Aspects [PMBH93, Per94].
ASPLOS [Ano94a].
Assessing [EP87, Nan93c].
Assessment [TAH+01, Boi97].
Assignment [EB90, MR95a, PPR97, Ste95b, YKK96, Bar94, Hop03, KY98a, KY98b, RPL96].
assimilation [HBD+93, ZNZ94]. assist [Kik93]. assistant [CTS96]. Assisted [Nis95].
Assists [Tho90]. associated [Coo94, SSG+10, SSG+18]. associative [dSZP92].
AST [Cod90a]. astrophysical [RS93a, RS93b].
Asymmetric [CT95, NG93].
ATAN2 [Wal01, Wal02b].
Athens [HMPT94]. Atkinson [Ede90].
Atlantic [Coc03]. Atlas [Tho97a, Ano98a].
Atmospheric [HK93b, HK93a, PFS+04].
Atomic [FGJB19, BF92, Hor99]. atoms [MCA17].
Attempts [Gil91b, Gil91a].
Auckland [BG94].
August [Agr95, Ban93, BGNP94, CGS94, HAM95b, Hua96, KR97+90, PBG+95, Sen03, Van95, WN90].
Austin [IEE94b].
Austrian [BV94, Vol93].
Austrian-Hungarian [Fer92, FK95].
auto deriv [SPF00, SF10].
autocorrelation [NVFN93]. automata [SC19].
Automated [Che91, Kin92, RFRH96, Yan94a].
Automates [Ano92c]. Automatic [AAN+93, AK84, Bai92, Bai93b, BMCM96, BKK94, BEH+94, BB96, BCH+96, Cha93, CGS94, CMK90, CP94, DLS95, EJLC97, FGL01, FBZ92, Ger94a, GP92, Harxx, HZ99, Hor92, KK95a, KK98, LS90a, LS90b, LS00, LP98a, Maaxx, NVG94, Pre93a, RVV+92, RD91, Sar97, SOD1, SD03, UNF+08, Wi94, YH93, AK93, AGG+97, BB+57, Bl90, CDGM96, EO94, GRSS02, GJU96, GB92, GKH+93, LMJC96, LEC91, LP99, Lop90, Lov92, LP90, Mar92, O'K93, OPE+95, SPF00, SF10, Str05, YB13, vH06, vH07, vH10, AJ98].
Automatically [Bla00].
automating [Cre90b].
Automation [Che95, LD90]. automatiques [RD91].
automatisée [Tra90]. Autonomous [NJ94c].
Autotasking [EO91, Nag90].
Autotransformation [AAN+93]. auxiliary [HM92, Lin90].
Avenarius [Kro90].
Averaged [BD90]. Award [Lew94]. Aware [Wal91b, Zim07].
Away [Lor19]. axes [Cum90]. axi [Raj95]. axi-symmetric [Raj95].
AXIOM [JT94]. AXP [Ano97b].
azetropic [Cra95].
B [Adl93, Eme94, MN11, UMM94, Yan94b, WKM04, ZBLN97].
B-spline [WKM04].
Babbage [BDH90]. BABBDCR [AR06].
BACCI [CB94]. Backus [Bj08, AIK07, Loh07, McJ17c].
BACOL [WKM04].
BADGER [HM12]. Balanced [KE93, vK94, vHK00].
balancing [Kin92].
Baltimore [IEE02]. banded [HD05].
Bangalore [Kum94]. Barbara
Barcelona [ACM95a]. Barlow [Ano99a, Ano99b, Gon01]. Barnett [Ano99a, Ano99b, Gon01].
Base [Ame97b, IEC97, Int97a, ISO04a, ISO04b, ISO10, Int97b].
Based [PEP92, Bai94, Bai95, BGLP94, DLM99b, For95, GGLM88, GL90, GLPE97, vHKS94a, HKS94, HIM91, HRW+98, IGHG+94, MSC96, PMBH93, Rotxx, SM03, TOML04, Ber92, CGL+95a, Che90, CCJ93, DDLH++97, GV92, Ger98a, Ger98b, HW95, HZ94, Hun00, KO91, Koi09, MKS94, Nat00, Nai17, NIY+94, NOL97, Num05, OP98b, SFKL02, SSG94, TS06b, WCN92, vHKS94b, Dub97, Che91, KLV98, Sal92, WCN92].

bases [HKS+97]. Basic
Basic [DGL91c, DGL91a, DDHD90, DCHH88a, DCHH88a, DV98, DHP02, HL94, HMK91, WC92, SZG95, Dot93, FL91, RS92b, DGL91b, Jon93, RS92a, Sco93, nY90].
Basics [Cor92]. BASIN [HM93]. BASINMAT [Ano90a]. basins [HM93].

Basis
AAN+93, MKFB92, TR96, PZY+16, TS06b].
basis-set [TS06b]. batch [Phil91b, Phil92]. battle [MWM90]. Bayes [MHdL12]. Baym [KKY99].

Be
[VJ97a, DPR94, FTPR04, VJ97b, Wal91b].
Beam
[Mit93, Bec91, MKF95, QRH00].

Becomes
[Rys95]. bed [ Dut94].
Began
[Mey00]. beginning [Gla92b].

Bell
[DKMS91, STVS91]. Benchmark
[McC95, Pre93c, PA94, SF02, Bak91, DS02, HJJ+00, KLV98]. Benchmarking [BSPF01, BS+03, Nag95, PAK+90, BGM+06].

Benchmarks
[AHOK02, MMY95b, BGM+06, MMY95a, NNON02, VSH91, WY99, Cyb91].

Bending
[Mit93, Dot93]. benefits [Wie89].

Berlin
[Hop97]. Bessel
[BBZ95, CRS90, GST04a, GST04b]. best [Dem03]. Better
[BBCC98, CB94].
Between
[Je93, Sil01, van90b, BID95, GRE99, MNZ90, MHT96, Nai17].

Beyond
[AS91, HKS+97, Sch93a, SC19]. BFGS
[MN11, ZBLN97]. BHESS [HD05].

Bibliography
[Bee96b, Bee96c, Bee96a, Bee97, Bee02].
BIEMS [MHdL12]. Bifurcation [Nis95].
BIGD.FOR [Nie92]. Bilevel [CV94].
Binary
[Nan93c, Hig93]. Binding
[Ano96, DCR99a, Ins92, IEE92a, IEE93b, Par94, Coo95].

BLAST
[Ano96b]. blend [Cra95]. Blinn
[Bli94]. Blitz [AJF14]. Block
[ASS93, ASS95, DDP94, DH92, HMK91, MKFB92, CH98, GRW07, HC08, Koi09, LW07, SZG95, VRT97, WO96]. block-cyclic
[HC08, VRT97, WO96]. block-sparse
[SZG95]. Blocked
[DD99, vPMF92]. Blocks
BDK91, Que00, Deu90]. bodies
[CA90, Raj95]. body
[CO01, MB95, MM02, ADB94]. Bondi
[Rib02]. Book
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano03, BCM99, Dub97, Eme94, EMUP98, GMC96b, GMC96a, GMC96c, GMC96d, GMC96f, GMC96e, Gen06, Gl92a, Hio06, Hop97, Iha06, KG99, Kon94, Kri86, Lev98, Loz98, Mar98, Rag95, Sch07, Sch91b, Tay99, TDMC97, UMM94, V+03, Wei94, Yan94b, dL12, Ano92e, VTP92, Vet93].
books
[Met99c, Met99d]. Bookshelf
[Rys95]. boost [Ano93j]. bordered
[AR06]. borehold
[Dut94]. Borland
[Hol94, Mit92]. Born
[BG93]. Bose
[TS06b]. Boson
[HHCS95]. bosons
[LSZ92]. Boston
[KRB+90]. Boulanger
[Bon96]. Boulder
[Ano03, Sch93b]. **Boulevard** [ACM99].

**Bound** [ZBLN97, MN11, ZBW07].

**Boundary**

AJ98, Cos97a, Cos97b, CA90, EH07a, Ga05, Ga06, McG91, SSS99, KG99].

**boundary-only** [Gao05].

**Boundary-Valued** [Cos97a, Cos97b].

**Bounding** [HK93c].

**Bounds** [Nak95a].

**Box** [FJS97, Lai92a, Lai92b].

**brackets** [MBGK11].

**Brain** [Ano98b].

**Brainerdi** [Ano98b, GMC96f].

**Branch** [BL93a, BL93b, PR91, Sht19, CGL+95a].

**Branch-and-Cut** [PR91].

**break** [Mas92b].

**Brent** [BHY80], **Brest** [IEE94c].

**Brian** [Gar93, Loz98].

**brief** [Gri93, SSG93].

**Brinch** [O98].

**Bringing** [FKKC96].

**Bristol** [Tay99].

**BVSPIS** [Cos97a].

**Byte** [Mas93a, Mas92a].

**Bytecode** [SD01, SD03].

**C** [Ano96b, Ano98b, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano02, Ano03, BBG+93, BCM99, GMC96f, Gon01, KSW93, Mit92, Tay99, TBG+02, All90, AS91, Ano95g, Ano96c, BN93, BN96, Bee01b, Bee01d, Bee01g, Bee01e, Bel90a, Bel90b, BS92, BV93, Bro90b, Bru96b, Bru96d, BFP01, BS+03, CG96, CSC+97, Cha09, CC94, Che95, SG93a, SG93b, SG93d, SG93e, DNS97, DFL92, Dot93, Ein95, EK95, FGMS90c, FGMS90d, FGMS90a, FGMS90b, FGMS93, FCH02, FH92, FES05, GH18, GHN19, GMF18, GPS99, Goo90a, Goo90c, Goo90e, Goo90f, Goo90d, Goo90b, GREE99, GJU96, Hol94, Hop97, Hor96, Int92, IBM93, Irv91, KM99, Kef92, Ker91a, Ker91b, KL94b, KY9+15, Lan01, Lar93, Lee90, LS04, Lem93a, Lem93b, Lem93d, Lem93c, Lev95b, Lev97, Liv91, Mac91b, Mac91a, Mac91c, MFK90, Mey00, Mey01].

**C** [MM99, Phi91b, Phi92, PMM+08, Pol97, PGH+90, Pug94, RP93, Ros93, RAX10, RMX12, Sch91a, SD92, SD93, SAC+92, Tee90, Tho86, Vel97, VJ97a, VJ97b, VCV97a, VCV97b, Wea94, YGS+94, YSV+16, EMU98, TDMC97].

**C-Ghinsu** [Liv91].

**C-H-O-N-S-Ar** [BSS92].

**C-Language**

[SG93a, SG93b, SG93d, SG93c].

**C-O-H** [Lar93].

**C-Shell** [Phi91b, Phi92].

**C-Tree** [Ano96b].

**C/C** [MMG98, Phi91b, Phi92, PMM+08, Poh97, PGH+90, Pug94, RP93, Ros93, RAX10, RMX12, Sch91a, SD92, SD93, SAC+92, Tee90, Tho86, Vel97, VJ97a, VJ97b, VCV97a, VCV97b, Wea94, YGS+94, YSV+16, EMU98, TDMC97].

**C5** [MGH81].

**CA** [Ano95c, BB+95, IEE95a, Kar95].

**Cache** [PMBH93].

**CAF** [GRB15].

**Calculate** [AS93, BS92a, BS92b, BS97, BD90, Cap98, CA90, Dan90, HMT90, Kir02, LHW01, Mai90, Nie92, Sar00, Sar17, SSLG91].

**Calculates** [Ano90a, AG95b, Cok93a, Hor09].

**Calculating** [BBCH95, Kod11, MHdL12, Coo94, Cum90, Car93, CB95, Joy92, KRY90, LZZ11, Nar95, STY15, STY18].

**Calculation** [KLA95, KDG99, Som07, AS+97, BSS92, MSB92, Var97].

**Calculations** [Kra94, BF92, FTD91, Kle93, RM90, Spe94, SH97, TY92].

**calcus** [RMX05].

**Caldera** [Ano97b].

**calibration** [LKM94, Neu01, Ple93].

**Calif** [ACM01].

**California** [ACM93a, ACM95b, ACM97, Ano94a, IEE93a].

**Call** [BDK91, HK92, FT03, YO95].

**call-by-reference** [FT03].

**call-by-value** [FT03].

**callbacks** [BV13].

**called** [AHZ90].

**Calling** [Ros93].

**Cambridge** [Ano98b].

**CAMOS** [Osy92].

**Can** [Mor81, TJ90, DPR94, FTPR04].

**Canada** [BGG+94, CGS94, GKG+93, Lev95a, BT01, HDR03].

**Cancun** [Sie94a, Sie94b].

**CAPTools** [IJCL96].

**Carefully** [HH18].

**Caribbean** [Pel93].

**Carlo**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Coarse-Grained               | [BR96]. COBOL [Ing90a, Sa92, nY90]. Code [AC97a, AC97b, AMC01, BCC+92, Buc94a, Buc94b, CLI9n+02, CG99b, DCR99b, DLS95, DR93a, DR93b, FES05, GHN19, Gar91a, Gar91b, GM97, KaM10, LS90a, LS90b, LS00, MB95, Mit02, MWO95, MA18, NI03, Pau93, P996, RD92, RA90, SGM97, SM03, WW92, DRC9b, vWAD9+02, A1S+97, AC1K97, AD9B, Bee01b, BW12, BGV94, BHS92, CHM91, CCJ93, Cro90, DET12, DGS08, DKM07, DR94b, DR95a, Duf04, Eli98, EH07a, EJLC97, EKC95, FTPR04, FBC96, GH18, GV92, GA905, GA96, GMF18, Gom90a, Gom90b, G996, GAW96a, GAW96b, HK90, Hop98, How91, KSYE00, KLM00, Kin92, KKY99, KDG99, LMJ96, LP90, Mar92, MDM05, NVC96, Og02, OT93, Pa90, PB95, PG10, RBS93, RIB92, SH91, S93, SPF00, SF10, Str05, SMSW06, SH97, TX9J, WSW00, YK90, YB92, ZT90]. code [ZBW97, vK94, vHK00]. Codes [Adv98, ADHF96, BCC+91a, BCC+91b, DL97c, PAK+90, SWH15, UNF+08, WMMMW97, AH90, dSZ92, BF92, BC97, BSCV95, Cal90, HWS90, IJCL96, Kir93, Kir98, RBS92, Sai95, Sta94, SSS99, UZC96, YB13]. coding [BBB57, FKL94, FTPR04]. codon [Wri90b]. Coefficient [BH92, WS94]. Coefficients [Rhe93, S901, Err06, NG93, Nie92]. coexisting [FT03]. Coffee [Co93]. cognitive [Cho91]. Cohen [RR92]. Coherence [PMB93]. cohort [ZMR+91]. cokriging [GMHC92, PMHC92]. Collected [Ham85, HM90, RH93, SS90]. Collection [BE92, BCF89, Mil94, WNO94, D8H4, Exp98, PB95]. College [WR93]. Collier [DDH17]. collision [HMT90]. Collocation [BB91, MKFB92, WK04]. Colorado [An94I, Sch93]. Coloring [BCT94]. Columbus [Hua96]. Column [GP97, GP94]. COMAGMAT [AFBN93]. Combinatorial [Sug95]. combined [Mir90, Var97, MIN+95]. combines [An93d]. Combining [DP94]. Coming [Coc03, HK95, HCD+98]. Command [Mac90, Phi91b, Phi92]. Comment [GG99, Mc95, Tsa01, Gho01]. Comments [BDH90]. Committee [W+95]. Committees [An94n]. Common [Rei96a, FBWR95, KA95]. Commun [Jan96]. Communication [BR98, BD96, CL97, CGL+95b, CHK93, HK94, Mac91b, Mac91c, MR96b, PSC93b, S9G94, TRV96, VRT97, BBDR94, BBDR95, CGL+93, GKH+92, KHS94]. Communication-buffers [MR96b]. communication-efficient [KHJS94]. communication/computation [BBDR94, BBDR95]. Communications [An96b, An94d, BKT91, Cha94a, Ce94a, EJLC97]. Compact [MBK11, PW84]. companion [Ing90a, Ing90b]. Compaq [Law01]. comparative [LCD91]. compared [Gro91]. Comparing [An99e, BF01, FBC96, GGG96, GBR15, Ram90, GHN19]. Comparison [BGLP94, CSC+97, CWB94, SG93b, SG93c, HKS+97, RS93, W902a, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, BID95, CF90, C9W92, SG95, HKM98, Las97, Mc991, M9G98, NJ94a, SM02a, TOC18]. compartment [Coo94]. Compatibility [SM02a, BS13]. Compatible [BL90]. Compcon [IEE93a]. Competitive [Hil91]. Compilation [Adv98, BCF93, BGS94b, CFH+93, Coe94a, Coe94b, CA96, Eps84a, Eps94b, Fah94, FXAC94, HKKT92, HKKT96, Nik93, O9B93, PSC93b, TBC94a, UCZ97, BCF+94c, CGS94, Eps96, Hal91, IEC99, Int99, KY98a, KY98b, MCH96, PSC+95]. Compile [ASS95, DCZ96, PH96, SPM+94]. Compile-Time [ASS95, DCZ96, PH96, SPM+94]. Compile-Time/Run-Time [DCZ96]. compiled [GMF18]. Compiler [ASS93, AS97, BGS94a, BBZ94, BL90, BCF+93c, BMN+97, BD96, Bra00, BHMS91a, CT11, DDHW96a, Fri94, GMS+95, HKT91b,
HKT91a, HKT91c, HKT92a, HKT92b, HKT93b, HKT94, HKvW02, Jéz93, Ken94a, LFK+93, McJ17b, NR06, Pad00, RVV+92, STVS91, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, SIDH95, SAC+92, TBC94b, TBB+02, Tse97, WRL90, YYM93, ZCP95, vKK92, von92, vKK+93, AFMP95, ABC+96, Ano92b, AHJS90, ADG96, BCM+93, Bee01a, Bee01c, BCF+93a, BCF+93b, BSCV95, BHMS91b, BGS82, CMT01, CD03, CSS90a, CSS90b, CSS91, DS97, Eig90a, Eig90b, HDH+94, HKT91d, HKT93a, Int90a, Int90b, Int90c, Int90d, KKS+95, LM94, Lov94, MCAB+02, NR05, NVG94, Par86, PGH+90, Sof93, Sab92, Sab94, SNK06, Spo94, Tou84, Tse93, VKB93, Ben99c.

compiler/6000

[Int90a, Int90b, Int90c, Int90d]. Compilers

[Ano93m, Ano02, BB96, BCFH93, CT11, IK96, KLW93, LZ97, LHH+91, Mar90, McC95, Nak95c, Pre93c, PA94, SF02, Sch93b, SS96, TT93, Ano93j, Ban93, BSCV95, BHMS91b, BGS82, CMT01, CD03, CSS90a, CSS90b, CSS91, DS97, Eig90a, Eig90b, HDH+94, HKT91d, HKT93a, Int90a, Int90b, Int90c, Int90d, KKS+95, LM94, Lov94, MCAB+02, NR05, NVG94, Par86, PGH+90, Sof93, Sab92, Sab94, SNK06, Spo94, Tou84, Tse93, VKB93, Ben99c].

Compiling

[AKLS88, BZ99, BCF+93a, BCF+94b, BMMN94, BMN+95, Cho92, DT93, DD97, HBB+95, HKT92c, JM94, KHS96, OE92, RMCKB97, SAC+92, TIUG90, YYM93, Cra90, Cra91a, DDS99, HMS+95, NN0902, WMUC97]. Complementary [Cod90b]. complet

[Del93]. Complete

[A+92, ABW92, ABM+97, Ano98b, Bee02]. Complex

[Amo90, FGG09, GPS99, HFT94, HFT97, Kod08, Kod11, NPB92, Sht19, Smi98, AC16, DDH17, EC13, FGGLO5, GST02a, GST02b, MSA03, BD14]. complex-step [MSA03]. complexity

[BKT91]. Complying [Bak95]. Component [Bel11]. components [Av94]. Composition [HLJ98, MSB92, Nie92].


Computation

[ACM94c, Adl93, BF93a, BD96, Cre90b, Dre92, Dre93, EIE94a, JSW93, JB01a, Lev95a, SS94, SS95, Sch96a, Sen03, SB01, Sug95, Sun92b, TR96, Ueb97, Var95, WN90, YKK96, Bin96, BBDR94, BBDR95, BG94, CZ10, CN94, Eme94, GSTD02a, GSTD02b, Gro90, GDS94, HKM98, LP90, Mor81, PT93, SS90, Sre92, Vigg93, Vo93, ABB+94, KT94].

Computational

[BFHH94, BLW02, Com91, De94, EK95, Hn00, KM90, NC92, RDR06, FGBN19, HF95, HP95b, Mal91, PSC93, VLL92, WTW90, ZII95, PRS99, Ano03].

Computations

[An94, Bra00, FB12, Fu95, MF95, MR95b, PSC98, ZMR+91, CC94, GL93, KNOH04, KO94, KB94, MR96b, Nak90, PDS+93, PSS99, UZC95].

Compute

[ABB+91, JP95, McB06, RH94, Sh93b, BG93, Con92, EC13, FR94, KK90, Lar93, Mac96a, Sat97, SSG+10, SSG+18].

Computer

[Ame97a, An95b, AH92, Bon06, C93a, C99, EPL94b, FL91, IEC90, IEE94g, ISO90, IJCL96, JL93, Knu03, KZ94a, KZ94b, Lap96, MT90, Mra94, Nis95, Ose92, Ritz09, Sab92, SNJ+92, TIUG90, Ten93, vDSP96, AKLS88, Bh91, Car93, FCE02, GL10, GR92, HCD+98, HT91, Jon92a, Jon92b, Kea92, KSM95, Ld87, Mat90, Mir90, SS93, Tou84, T90, Unixx, vV90, Bar92].

Computer-Aided [IEE94g, HT91].

Computers

[Bc93c, BC94d, Che92, Dec93, Don91, DV92, FYR99, FGG09, Hud91a, Hud91c, KRB+90, MSC96, ONT95, PAK+90, Schxx, SS96, Tho97b, TT93, YRF02, ALS91, All93, BCF+93b, BCF+94b, Don90, Duv92, FGGLO5, Ger98a, Ger98b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Hud91b, KKS+95, LP93, McB91, PW84, Sab94, SS91, Swa84, Wie94, Wol92].

Computing

[ACM97, ACM98, An93a,
Ano93m, Ano97d, AH92, BGS94a, BBG+95, BH92, BEH+94, Bra97d, BKR+91, CJL97, Cam13, CC95b, Cos97a, Cse99, DGR92, Dow93, For97, FJSD96, Fur93, GS01a, GST04b, GST06b, Glo91b, HH92, Hun00, IEE94d, IFI95, KNS95b, Kon00, Kon94, LP98b, LMR+97, Mac91a, NR06, Ortg94b, Ortg94a, PTM96, PTV96, Ric95, Sab95, Ste95a, Ten93, Tho97a, Van95, Vel97, VBA95, Wil93, Yan94b, ZA11, Zag16, AK93, AHZ90, Ano93q, Ano94d, Ano98a, Ban93, BGNP94, Bec91, BPG94, BDG+94, BBB00, BK06, Bou95, BDH+05, Cel96, Che90, CDF+93, CNP91, Cyb91, DGR90, DT94, DW94, Don95, Dut94, Err06, EFF07, FPR01, GH94a, Gh94b, GH94c, GST12, HH14, Has06, HL08, HS95, Hu96, IEE97, KSS90, KT94, KNS95a, Kir98, LP05, Loz98, computing [Mer92a, MMG98, MMG00, MM02, NDSG07, PG10, PBG+95, PTVF92, Pre94b, Raj95, RBS93a, RBS93b, Sch93a, SMB90, TMD13, Wal93a, Wal93b, Zim07, Gon01, Lev98, Ano99a, Ano99b].


Conditions [EHO7a]. conducting [PSP94, WC92]. Conduction [iSYS12].


Convergent [WMMW97]. Conversion [Buc94c, KP92, Manxx, BF92, Bhu91, Che91, Nai17, SMH91]. Conversione [Anoxx].

Converter [FGMS90c, FGMS90d, FGMS90a, FGMS93, FGMS90b, FLQZ97]. Converting [AS91, FT03, GL96, McD93]. Convex [Som98, Dem97, Dem06, BMR01]. Convex-Constrained [BMR01]. convex/concave [Dem06]. convexity
d'applications [Pic94]. DAPRE [SP91a, SP91b]. d'Arc [BLT94]. DaReL [KN95]. Data [ACG+94, AMC98, ALS91, AZ98, Ano96b, Ben95, Bra90, CFK+94, CMIZ93, CZZM93a, CZZM94b, CGS93, CGL+95b, CHL94, Dem95, Fox94, FMW+94, Guo01, GS97, HCLJ03, KP92, KY98a, Kea95a, Kea96a, Kea96b, KK95a, KNS95b, KK98, LR94, LH92, Mas93b, Meh93a, Meh93b, Nan93c, O'B93, PSC93b, PHD+95, RSB97, Ren97b, RB99, SWW90, SSC00, SR04, Ste95b, TZW+10, TR96, UCZM96, Wal90, Wal92, Wal00, YKK96, ZCM932, AV94, Aki96, A190, A994, AFMP95, ABC+96, AGG+97, BK89, BMO90, BG93, BKK94, BDO95a, BDOS95b, Blu91, BID95, BxCW01, CM92, Cha94, CM92, CMVZ94, Cha93, CGL+93, CS90b, CM91, CP94, DV90, Dem03, Dem06, Dem07, EKB92, Gep90, GB92, GKH+92, GKH+93, GHSJ94, GS95, HW95, HBD+93, HC98, IEC98b, Int98b, KN95, KY98b]. data [KhJS94, KNS95a, KGV97, LYZ90, Lin90, MKS+96, Mar93, Mas94, Mc91, MBFC99, MC96, MR96b, NJ94a, Oh94, OPP00, PPW94, PBU95, PW93, Per94, PD96, Phi91b, Phi92, PSC+95, RB92, Ren96b, Ren04, Ren09, SS90, SNK6, SZ90, SKM94, SSO93, SV9, TBC94a, UZC95, W95, WCN92, Y905, ZMR+91, ZZ94, GG95, BCC+97b]. data- [BMO90]. data-domain [RBS92]. Data-Flow [Mas93b, Mas94]. Data-Localization [YKK96, KY98a, KY98b]. Data-Parallel [ACG+94, AMC98, CMZ93, CGL+95b, Guo01, GS97, KNS95b, PHD+95, SSC00, Ste95b, UCZM96, AFMP95, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, Cha93, CGL+93, KNS95a, MR96b, UCZM95]. data-parallelism [PPW94]. Data-structure [BCC+97b]. Database [OC94, Bet97, Che91]. Dataflow [YYM93, YKK96, SRH96, WMCU97]. date [Bee96c, Bee97, Din99]. dating [Xu93].

David [Ano96a, Eme94, Hin06, Iha06, Rag95, UMM94, Sch07]. Dawn [Ano03]. DC [IEE94f]. DCE [Sch93a, LK93b, RS93, Sch93a]. DCL [VKB93]. DCUTRI [BE92, Esp98]. DDE [TS06a]. DDFUN90 [Bai05a]. DDT [AGG+97]. de-allocation [RMMX05].

Debate [BDH90, Can92a, Can92b, Can91]. Debugger [But95, CH94, IGHG94, FSPC+02].

debugging [BHS92, HKMC90, SSG94, SSG97]. Dec [Bja08, Ano91c, Ano91b, Dig92, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c, KLS94b, Lao93a, Lov94].

decays [DET12, DMD05]. December [HHK94, IEE92c, IEE93c, Ing90b, Kar95, Kuhn94, Ing90a].

Decision [CFGG94, FGCG94, VBA95, D190]. Deck [BP92, Mil91]. Decks [NOL97].

Decomposition [DFD10, GLPE97, RG90a, SWW90, NVG94, RG90b]. dedicated [GL10]. deep [AIS+97, CFP91, Coo03].

defect [EH07b]. Defined [CMZ93b].

defining [CM91]. definite [Dui04].

Definition [NSJD98]. deflection [HM93].

Deformation [FYR99, YRF02]. degree [ADD04]. Delaunay [CCW94, Ren96a, Ren97a]. Delft [DSZ94].

Delinearization [Mas92b]. demand [BMO90]. demand-driven [BMO90].

Demonstration [GB92, GMHC92, PMHC92]. d’emploi [Ber91b]. Denelcor [DH84].

Denmark [DW94]. Denotational [Guo01]. dense [RPL96]. Department [Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e]. Departments [Tom99]. departure [Dut94]. depend [Co93].

Dependence [HHLS90, KK95b, Mas93b, MP93, OE92, SAS90, SF93, AZ98, BMO90, LYZ90, Mas92b, Mas94, MHT96].

Dependence-Analysis [HHLS90].

dependent [AFAS99, KYSV+15, MA09, YSVM+16, YSMA+17]. derivations [HW95]. Derivative [BCC+91a, BCC+91b].
BCC+92, GST11, MSA03. Derivatives [Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c, BLL+96, McG91, Met99c, Met99d]. Derived [PMM+98, RMX05]. describe [GBC92]. Describing [Boo81]. Description [BDK91, IEE92a, AAK01, DFRR91]. descriptions [MKF95]. Design [ACM93b, BLLWW95, BDPW98, BCF+93b, BCF+93c, CTS96, Che95, Coe96, Cok95, EP92, GR92, HMR+15, Her90, IEE94g, LM90b, MMT09, Mit02, PHHF94a, RAX10, SOG94, WBS97, Wri91, AM90, Bar92, Boo81, CKT85, DG08, Eil81, GT92a, GT94, ISkW02, KM90, Ker90, LM90a, LFG00, QRH00, Ren09, Wri90a, ZE92, GT92b]. designed [DLW+18, Str05]. Designing [Du97, Fos95]. Designs [AC97a, AC97b, Cok93a]. Desk [Bra97a, Fri96]. Desktop [Ano97b, Tho97a]. Details [Con97]. Detecting [Nan93b, RH94]. Detection [BEH+94, HK91, McB06, van90b, CFMR95, HKMC90]. Determination [Gil91b, Gil91a, Gil01, LP90, RKMJ92]. determine [Mc91]. Determining [HMW91, HMW93, WS94, Deu90]. Deterministic [CF95, CFMR95]. Developer [Lew94, Loh07, Sco93, Sum93]. Developers [HDR03]. Developing [Gen06, LS05, LM94, Nat00, CDF+93, Sch07, Hin06, Iha06]. Development [AC17, Ana93a, Ana93b, Ana93i, Ana97b, BL90, Dan90, DG94, KG99, KKMP95b, MFI+94, NJ94c, PHHF94a, Pel93, SfkL02, Tre97, XH90, BGH+06, Che91, CKT85, Dsz94, FG93, KKMP95a, dLJEB95, Mic93b, MMR92, RL91, Sal06, Wie94]. Developments [Cse99]. device [CM92]. DFN [RS93]. DFN-RPC [RS93]. DHPF [MCAB+92]. DI-3000 [Bhu91]. Diagnostic [HHLS90]. Diagonal [MKFB92, vH06, vH07]. Diagram [Ren97a, Tip91]. Diagrams [NCMF15]. Dialects [GPHL90, PCS98, CBW92]. Dialogsystems [Kru90a]. diatomic [PZY16]. Diego [ACM93a, Kar95]. Dies [Loh07, Mar07]. diesel [KRY90]. DIFALPHA [Sil01]. Difference [CC95a, Fuj95, Sil01, GV92, HE13, LD90]. Differences [Dem95, SB91, SWM95]. Different [EL97, Sil01]. Differential [BG97, Cas89a, CC92a, DPS02, EL97, Hig91, MD97, Nak95a, Nan93b, RH94, Shi93b, AZ90, BG94, GST04b, HBG+05, HIS91, KM99, LS04, Sil93]. differential-algebraic [KM99]. differential/algebraic [HBG+05]. Differentiation [BKMC96, BCH+06, DLS95, HFR+12, Gar91a, Gar91b, Hor92, JSY+20, KN94, LS90a, LS90b, LS00, Maaxx, SP91a, SP91b, UNF+08, AFBN93, CDGM96, GJU96, NR05, SF00, SF10, Str05, YB13, vH06, vH07, vH10]. differentiation-enabled [NR05]. differentials [AZ90]. Diffraction [BRdAHK04, MDD94]. diffusion [Tal94]. Digest [IEE93a]. Digit [Yas91, Kahi01]. Digital [Ano91d, JSW93, Ple93, Tre97, AOL94a, BLLWW95, ED99]. digitised [SHCP91]. dike [CNP91]. dilute [TS06b]. Dimensional [BCE93, BM99, CLIN+02, DM90, BSCV95, CRS90, CHM91, CA90, Eli98, Gao06, GF95a, Gon93, GMHC92, Hen90, KS12, Og02, PMHC92, PT93, Ren96a, SMSY02, SRM90, SWO92, VLY92]. Dimensioned [Ros93]. Dimtest [SNJ+92]. dip [Mcg91]. dipolar [KYSV+15]. dipping [FYR99, YRF02]. Dirac [Mac98]. Direct [DR93a, DR93b, Han93, MMIV95, DR95b, DR94b, DR95a, HWS09, SWH15]. directional [Lai92a, Lai92b]. Directions [Bod94, IFI95, Sav95]. directives [BCF+93a, BC19]. directly [BG93]. Directory [PMB93]. Directory-Based [PMB93]. Discovering [CT90]. discovery [BD93]. Discrete [Ano90a, FJ92, SM95, Dem97, Kir93, Kir98, Nan93a, Ren03, Tor10]. Discrete-Time [FJ92]. discretization
Equations

[BB91, Cas89a, CC92a, dCH94, Don91, DV92, DR93a, DR93b, EL97, Hig91, Kea95b, MD97, Nak95a, Nis95, AF92, AZ90, BG94, BDH05, CS14, Cro90, DH84, Don90, DR94b, KM99, KKY99, KL92, Lie94a, Lie94b, Mas92b, Nat92, NY91, PS08, RRX08, Sil93, Ste90, SMSW06, WSW00, ZZN94].

[Ing90a].

Equipment

[AOL94a]. equipped [Hor09].

[ERCS08 [Hor09]. Erratum [Jam96, KR95]. Error [Cod90b, Ehr95, Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c, Nak95a, Bli90, JCL10].

Errors [Bel11, BDH90, Wal90, CBTL97].

EQUEL

[Ing90a].

Equipment

[AOL94a]. equipped [Hor09].

[ERCS08 [Hor09]. Erratum [Jam96, KR95]. Error [Cod90b, Ehr95, Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c, Nak95a, Bli90, JCL10].

Errors [Bel11, BDH90, Wal90, CBTL97].

EQUEL

[Ing90a].

Equipment

[AOL94a]. equipped [Hor09].

[ERCS08 [Hor09]. Erratum [Jam96, KR95]. Error [Cod90b, Ehr95, Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c, Nak95a, Bli90, JCL10].

Errors [Bel11, BDH90, Wal90, CBTL97].

EQUEL

[Ing90a].

Equipment

[AOL94a]. equipped [Hor09].

[ERCS08 [Hor09]. Erratum [Jam96, KR95]. Error [Cod90b, Ehr95, Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c, Nak95a, Bli90, JCL10].

Errors [Bel11, BDH90, Wal90, CBTL97].
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[MMV95, PCS98, CWB92]. expression [NH09, PCS99]. expressions [BBDR94, BBDR95, Mar93, MBGK11].

EXSHALL [NY91]. Extended [Ame90b, Ame92, DCHI88b, DCHH88a, GWE+05, SKP91, AC92, DDH17, SJ94, Sch93b].

Extending [CMZ94b, CMZ94b, Che95, DY99, MR95b, HM92]. Extensible [GWE+05]. Extension [CMZ91, KA95, NSJD98, PH06, AAK01].

Extensions [AHOK02, DGL91c, DGL91a, UZCZ97, BCC+97b, CC94, CA92, ISkW02, SIOS02, Wea94]. extent [McG91].

External [BBB+94, MFK09, Av94]. Extracting [Bar94, NCMF15]. extraction [GP92, OT93]. Extrapolation [EL97, Gro90].

Extreme [McB96]. F [Hop97, Sch91b, Ano96c, BEH97, Bra97b, BLL+96, Geh97, HHC95, Mei96, Rei96b, UNE+08]. f2c [AS91, Lev95b, Lev97]. f2cl [BW96].

F90 [Das06, DP94, Gla92b, Ola93, Ola92]. F90ppr [Ola95]. F World [Sla96].

F2c [AS91, Lev95b, Lev97]. facilitate [LMJC96]. facilities [IEC98b, Int98b, Moo95]. factor [Car91a, Cok93b].

Factorization [GWDL08, GRW07, GWDL10, vPMF92]. Factorizations [JP95]. Factors [MHdL12].

Faddeyeva [Zag16, ZA11]. fall [KKZ11]. Family [Hew01, GR92]. FAN’s [Ola93].

Farewell [Bli94]. Farms [AOL94a, AOL94b, KCl94]. Fast [DH92, FBWR95, Hig90b, Lev92, ONT95, Ple93, RBS02, RH96, SM95, Ves91, GHSJ94, Heu90, HS10, KIR02, LW10, MHR91, REI96a].

Faster [VJ97a, VJ97b]. Father [Mar07].

fault [FYR99, Gep90, YRF02]. fault-STRGRV [YRF02]. fault/slickenside [Gep90]. Favor [Pif96].

FCRC [ACM96a]. FDCHQHP [WW14]. FDR [Som07]. Fe [USE94]. FE2DY [Ste90].

Feasibility [KR94, KR95, GT03, GT07]. feasible [Sav95, SH97, ZT90]. Features [ABMS94, Ano93c, Ano93k, SG93a, SG93d, Ham95a, KZ94a, KZ94b, AKLS88, LS00, UZCZ95, UZCZ96]. February [Ano93q, BBG+95, IEE93a, IEE94a].

Feedback [MR95a, FPR01, Has06]. FEEL [DFS95]. FEM [OA02]. Fermi [Mac98].

fermion [KKY99, WHE95]. fermions [KL90, PS08]. fever [Cre90a]. FFT [Swa84]. FFFTS [Car92, Car91b]. FIDE [LD90].

field [KK93b]. Field [Ano94i, Av94, BD93, Spe94]. fields [LN91]. Fifth [Ano95c, HK93b, IEE93c, Ano93q, HK93a].

File [BGMZ92, Met99b, Br92, CPF94, Met99c, Met99d, Phi91b, Phi92, iSYS12].

Files [KP92]. FILTER [SRM90]. FILTER-PC [SRM90]. filter [GT03, GT07, Tor10].

filter-trust-region [GT03, GT07]. filters [PT93]. FILTRANE [GT03, GT07].

Financial [Jou95]. Finding [DS02, TRS91]. Fine [CL97]. Fine-Grain [CL97]. Finite [Ano94a, BGL94, CC95a, DFS95, Fen96, Nak95a, SM02b, Dot93, HE13, KBKT94, PSG03, Ste90, TOC18, ZZ94, LD90].

finite-difference [HE13]. finite-element [ZZ94]. finite-volume [PSG03]. fire [Coo94]. First [App91, Cas89a, CC92a, Dev94, DW94, HAM95b, Hig91, KAM90, ONT95, SWM95, SMI94, SMI95b, TIUG90, LP05, LZL11, Met92a, Ove91, Shi98]. First-Order [Cas89a, CC92a, Hig91, ONT95, SWM95, TIUG90, Ove91].

first-principles [ZZL11]. first-time [Shi98]. fit [GH18]. Fitting [Dem95, Ak96, CR90, DV00, Gho01, Ren96b, Ren09, Ts01]. Fit [Ene94].

five [Leo91]. FL [ACM91]. FLAME [GHHvdG01]. FLAN [OC94]. Flannery [Ad93, Van94b, Gar93, LOZ98]. Flattening [GF95b]. Flavor [DGS08]. Flexible [FG09, HC08, Lie94a, Lie94b]. flexural [HM93]. flight [How91, SH91, WBS97].

FLIPP [Kry94]. Floating [FBWR95, IEC98a, ISO00, REI96a, SMI91].
TOML04, Ume91, VCV97b, CA90, Smi01, VCV97a, Wic89, Int98a, Tom98a, VCV97a, Wic89, Int98a. **Floating-Point** [Rei96a, Smi91, TOML04, VCV97b, IEC98a, ISO00, Ume91, Smi01, VCV97a, Wic89, Int98a]. **Fluid** [Bra94a, RTY90]. **Flood** [Bra94a, RTY90]. **Floor** [Gep90]. **Formal** [CS90b, Cho91, MKS +96, SKM94, GMC96a, Ger94b, Gon01, Hew01, Hig92, HH18, Hin06, HK+91a, IS004a, ISO04b, ISO10, Iha06, Jia95, KLM91, Kea96a, Kea96b, KK01, KF93a, KF97, Kon94, KR95, KHS17, Lew98, Loz98, MB95, Mal91, Mar98, McC95, MR99, Mol12, MN11, RP12, Rag95, Rei92a, Rys95, Sch07, Sch97, TD9C97, Tha93, UMM94, Wu93, dL12, An99a, AC92, Ame96, Ame97a, Abs91, AC97a, AC97b]. **FORTRAN** [Agg94, AIS +97, A190, Alg90, AH90, AHZ90, All90, Av94, Ame90a, Amo90, Ano90a, Ano90b, Ano91a, Ano91e, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano93j, Anoxx, App91, Are90, AFB99, Ash81, AAK90, BBB +57, BS92a, BS92b, BS97, BGKZ91, Bia93a, BD90, BG93, Bee91, BSS92, BL90, BRdAH90, BD93, BRH90, BCM99, Bor91a, Bra90, Bra94a, BA95, BGM92, Bre92, BD90, BH90, Con91, Cal90, CV94, CM92, Can91, CD92, CK90, Car90, Cas99a, CC92a, CMP92, Cha95b, Che90, Che91, CHM91, Che95, CC98, CFG94, CNPF91, Cod93a, Cod93b, Cof93, Cof90, CS90b, CJPA94, CA90, Con92, CHL94, Con90, Coo94, CS90c, CSS90a, CSS90b, CSS91, CSS91, Cra95, Cre90a, Cre90, Cro91, Cum90, Dig90b, Car93, CB95, Te9C90, Deu90, DGL91c, DGL91a, DGR92, DDS99, Dot93]. **FORTRAN** [DH95, DM90, DJ90, Dut94, ES93b, Ell81, EM939, EP87, EKC95, FJS97, FL91, FTD91, FGCG94, FR94, FYR99, FPR91, FC95, FHE95, FBC96, GGLM88, GI90, Mer91, GWL+92, GS90a, Gep90, GF95a, Gil91b, Gil91a, Gil94, Gil01, Gom90a, Gom90b, GS98, GT92a, GT94, Goo90a, Goo90c, Goo90e, Goo90f, Goo90d, Goo90b, GMM92, Goo93, Gro91, GMHC92, Hew90a, Hew90b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Hew92a, Hew92b, HW95, HHCS95, HC92, HC94, HHG93, Has06, HT91, Hig91, HW91, HMG93, HP95a, HB91b, Hor90, How91, HK93c, Hud91b, Hun90, Int90a, Int90b, Int90c, Int90d, Int90f, Int90g, Int90h, Int90l, Int90i, Int90j, Int90k, Int90m,
Int90n, Int90e, Int91a, Int91b, IBM91a, IBM91b, IBM91e, IBM91c, IBM91d, Int91e, Int91f, Int92, Intxx, IEC90, IEE90b, IEE93b, Lib90a, IMS90a.

**FORTRAN**

[IMS90b, Lib90b, IMS91c, IMS91b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91g, IMS91h, ISO90, ISO94, Ing09a, Ing09b, IDV97, JC93, Jor90a, Jor90b, Joy92, KP92, KDKSH92, Kes92, KSYE00, Kir02, KS90, KKK95, KF90, KF92a, KF92d, KRY90, KVK92, KSM95, Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c, Kug92, KL92, yKxx, KDG99, Lan90e, LE98, Lef93, LMJC96, LN91, Lev95b, Lev97, LS90a, LS90b, dLIE95, LSZ92, LH92, Lop90, Lou90, LHW01, LP90, Maaxx, Mac90, MB92, Mai90, MKFB92, Mal91, MCA17, Mar90, MJR93, Mas92a, MC91, McG91, McJ17a, MC92, Meh94, Mer92a, MSB92, Mey00, Mic91, Mil92, Mil04, MR93b, MGHS81, Mor81, Num91b, Numxx, Nagxx, Nan93c, Nan93b, NY91, NK94, NJ94a, NJ94b, Neu01, NVC96, Nie92, NVFNP93, NL95b, Osy92].

**FORTRAN**

[PMHC92, Pao99, Pao01, PT93, Par86, Par94, PB95, PWS93, Pau93, Pel93, Pon94a, Pon94b, PT94, Pre92a, Pre92b, Pre92c, Pre92d, Pre93e, Pre94b, Pre94, Raj95, Ran90, RS92b, Rap90, RBS92, RBS93a, RBS93b, RKJM92, RR92, RC90a, RC90b, RV92, RH93, Rib92, Rit90, Robxx, RH94, RA90, Sci93, SPS91, Sal92, SH91, San92, Sar97, SS90, SSW91, SS94, SV90, Sch90, SGMS97, SMB90, SSLC91, SD90, SB91, SFB92, Sil01, SW90, Smi91, Smi93a, Smi94, Smo94, SB1, SRT90, Spe94, Spe93, Spexx, SVO92, SVO91a, SVO91b, Ste90, Ste91, SHCP91, Sto93, Str05, Uni2, Sun92b, Sun94, Sze90, SZ91, Tal91, Th90, TY92, Tip91, TT92, TOC18, Tur93, Uni93, Ude91, Van84, VK93, Vio90, WMUC97, Wal90, Wal91b, Wal92, Wal93b, Wan90a, Wan90b].

**FORTRAN**

[WS94, WD98, WW92, WJ94, Wei91b, Wei93, WCN92, Wol91, WR93, Wri90a, XWK95, Xn93, Yan95, YYM93, YB92, Zal92, Zou92, ZE92, ZMR91, ZZ94, Zim97, ZB94a, GT92b, vV90, van90a, van90b, von92, Bee96b, Bee96c, Bee96a, Bee97, Ame90b, Ame97b, Ame95, AL92, ABW92, ABMS94, ABM97, Adv98, AMCO1, Ain90, Ain91, Ain93, ADHF96, Aki99, AS97, AKLSS88, AG95a, AFAS99, Alt90, AC17, dSZ92, AR06, Ana93a, Ana93b, ACIK97, And90, And92b, And02, AGS92, AS91, AH91, AH94, AOL94a, AOL94b, Ano91c, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano92a, Ano92b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano93i, Ano93k, Ano93o, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94h, Ano94m, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95g, Ano97d, Ano97c, Ano92, AO97, AJF14, AHJS90, AO90a, AO90b, AO90c].

**Fortran**

[ADG96, AS14, AC16, AGG97, BCM93, Bac98, BSG94, Bai92, Bai93b, Bai94, Bai95, Bai95a, Bai95b, Bak91, Bak95, BCS90, BCS01, BC01, BS13, BS91a, BT94, Bar94, BBCH95, BP92, Bee90, Bee91, Bee01b, Bee01d, Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, Bel90a, Bel11, Bel90b, BBZ94, Ben95, BZ99, Ben99b, BB02, BB00, BK06, BS16, BW12, Ber91a, Ber91b, BGNP93, BCC91a, BCC91b, BCC92, BKM96, BCD96, BFO93a, BF93b, Bla00, Bla94, Bla95, Bla96, BKM93, BFHH94, BL91, Bor91b, BGV94, BDGxx, Bov96, BCFH93, BCF93a, BCF93b, BCF93c, BCF94c, BCF94d, BCF94e, BMN95, BMN97, Bra91, BGA90, Bra94b, BGA94, BGA96, Bra97b, Bra03, Bra97d, Bra94c, Bra94d, BCC96a, BCC96b, BCC97a, BCC97b, BG94, BG97, Bre78, Bre79, BGS94b, BV13, BHMS91a, BHMS91b, Bro90a, Bro90b, Bro92b, Bro92a, Bro95].

**Fortran**

[Bro03, Bro97, BW96, Bro90b, Bru96a, Bru96b, Buc94a, Buc94b, Buc94c, BC19, BD14, BD91, BSPF01, SB503, BDH95, CLN92, CF90, Can92b, CG96, CSC97, CRS90, CZ10, Cel96, Cha94a, Cha94b, Cha94c, Cha94d, Cha94e, Cha94f, Cha94g, Cha94h, Cha94i, Cha94j, Cha94k, Cha94l, Cha94m, Cha94n, Cha94o, Cha94p, Cha94q, Cha94r, Cha94s, Cha94t, Cha94u, Cha94v, Cha94w, Cha94x, Cha94y, Cha94z].
MRG$^{+}$93, MR93a, MR94, Met95, MR96a, Met99a, Met99c, Met99d, MR99b, MRC04, MRC11, MBGK11, MM95, MM95b, MiI91, MRR92, MR95a, MiI90, MiI02, MiI93, MDV07, MA90, MN01, MMCG98, MM98, MSZ90, MS93b, Mor15, MWO95, MR95b, MDM05, MHL012.  

Fortran  
[MM02, MA90, Num90a, Num90b, Num90c, Num91a, Num91c, Num93a, Num93b, Nat00, Num92, Nag95, Nag01, Nag02, Nai17, NCMF15, Nar95, NR05, NR06, NS11, Ngu91, NI03, NSWP90, NDS96, NDSG07, NOL97, NR98, NSJD98, NRK98, Num05, NL92, NL95a, NL96, NL97a, NL97b, O’K93, OPE$^{+}$95, Off98, Ol93, Ola93, Ola96, OC94, Ort94b, Ort94a, OE92, PZ96, Pad00, Pag95, PFS$^{+}$04, Pa90, PS08, PHF94a, PHHF94b, PH96, PPR97, PSEP94, PH06, PMM93, PMM94, Pz96, PG10, Per93, Phi91b, Phi92, Pic94, Pif96, PMM$^{+}$08, Poh97, PGI$^{+}$90, Pra90, Pre93a, Pre93c, PA94, PS96, Pre93d, PMT96, PV96, Pre93g, Pre99, PCS98, PCS99, Pug90, QRI00, RRM$^{+}$15, RM90, RTY90, RS92a, Rat95, RZ94a, RZ94b, Red95, RL91, Rei93, Rei92c, Rei92a, Rei92b, Rei95a, Rei95b].  

Fortran  
[Rei97, Rei02, Rei03, Rei04, RN07, RS90a, RPL96, RF98, RR99, Rib02, Ric06, RP93, RD91, Rot93, RMCK97, Rou90, RX05, RRX$^{+}$08, RAX10, RMX12, Rub93, Rys95, SiI92a, SII92b, Spe96a, So93, SciI93, Scixx, Scixxb, SMG91, Sab92, SWBO93, Sab94, SS90, Sai95, SFKL02, Sar00, Sar17, SZ98, iSYS12, Sat97, Sav95, SWW90, SOP93, SS95, SZ90, SSS$^{+}$00, SSS$^{+}$18, SM90, Sch93c, Sch99, Sch93, Sch96a, SZAB97, SZA98, SZA99, SNMC93, SM94, SeI04, SKP91, SIOS02, SD01, SD03, STY15, STY18, Sha94, SLY90a, SLY90b, She91, Shi98, SM03, SC19, Sht19, SiI93, SD99, SWM95, SB92, SmI92, SmI93b, SmI95b, SmI00, SmI01, Sny07, Som98, SS10, Sou91a, Sou91b, Spe96b, SPF00, SF10, SD92, SD93, Ste93, SF93, SAC$^{+}$92, SSS99, SH97, Sun05, SSG97, Szy07.  

Fortran  
[Thi91, Taq16, Tay97, Tec90, Tem96, The93, Tho97a, Tho97b, TS06a, TGB$^{+}$02, TMD13, TS06b, TT93, Tom99, Tor91, Tou84, Tre97, Tre91, Tre95, Tro90, Tse93, Tse97, Unixx, U.S01a, U.S01b, U.S01c, UM93, UNF$^{+}$08, UHP91, Utp90, Vai93, Var97, Vel97, VJ97a, VJ97b, VCV97a, VCV97b, Vet93, WRL90, Wag94, W$^{+}$95, Wal02a, Wal91a, Wal00, Wal01, Wal02b, Wal93a, WW14, WIL95, WAG98, WNO94, WMMW97, Wea94, WHL92a, WHL92b, Wei91c, Wei91a, Wes96, Wie99, Wil93, Wil95a, Wil95b, Wri91, YGS$^{+}$94, YMBMCB14, YFH97, nY90, Yip90, YKK96, YSVM$^{+}$16, YSMA$^{+}$17, YK90, Yu01, YB13, Zag16, ZTB90, ZBLN97, ZBC$^{+}$92, Zim92, ZCM93, ZBC94, Zim02, ZB49b, Zos93, dSL98, DR95b, van94a, vWAH$^{+}$02, vKK92, vKK$^{+}$93, vKS94, vHK94b, vH06, vH07, vH10, An96a, An97a.  

Fortran  
[EMUP98, Hop97, Kri86, An98b].  

Fortran-77  
[ES93b, CM92, GWL$^{+}$92, GH18, GH919, Hop02, SF93, KDIH94].  

Fortran-90  
[BRdAHK04, ES93b, Bai94, Bai95, Bai05a, Bai05b, CC92b, DS94].  

FORTRAN-based  
[Che91, Ham00, DDIH17, NOL97].  

Fortran-like  
[Wal93a, KGV97].  

FORTRAN-Linda  
[Sci93].  

Fortran-P  
[DOP$^{+}$92, O’K93, OPE$^{+}$95].  

Fortran-S  
[BKP93].  

FORTRAN-Scientific  
[Kri86].  

Fortran-Style  
[SKP91].  

FORTRAN-The  
[Yan94b].  

Fortran-to-C  
[FGMS90c, FGMS90d, FGMS90a, FGMS93].  

Fortran-to-Fortran  
[KN94].  

Fortran-to-Java  
[FLQZ97].  

FORTRAN-XSC  
[Wal93b].  

Fortran/  
[Hew90b, Hew91a, Hew92a, Hew92b, Wri90a].  

Fortran/HPF  
[UZCZ97].  

Fortran/PVM  
[MWO95].  

Fortran2003  
[DLW$^{+}$18].  

Fortran77  
[Rotxx, But95, BS91b].  

Fortran90  
[DMS97, DPH96a, LJD05, RY99].
[HD93, Lev92, Wa91b, WW92, FSV90, Gom90a, Gom90b, Hen94, Jam94, Jam96, LS99, MZT90, STVS91, SOP93, Wol92, vWAH+02], generators
[BS13, CBTL97, DW03, Jam90], Generic
[SHE92, BxCW01, CM91, Cur94, SSS99],
Genesis [Hey94], genetic [FHE95],
Genotypic [CHL94], GENTRAN [BGV94],
GENTRANS [Kea92], geoacoustics [Ame90a], geodesic [AF92, Rib02], GEOFLUID [Lar93],
Geological [FKL94, Coh90, Car93, CB95, McG91], geologischen [Por90], Geometric [Sug95, Raj95],
geophones [Bec91], geophysics [Dut94], Geosciences [FYR99, YRF02],
geothermal [Kut92], German [EMR93], Germany [Ano97a, AH92, BPG94, Ein91, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, AKF04, Sch93a, KSW93],
get [Ano95d, Wic89, HD94],
Getting [SB92, Thi91], GF [PW84], Ghinsu [Liv91],
Ghosh [Tsa01], Giants [OLA96], Gibbs [BSS92], Gigaflops [BHMS91a, BHMS91b],
Gisela [Ano97a, TDMC97], Give [DZ98, vK94], GIVE-N-TAKE [vK94],
given [Gil01], GIZ [GST02b], GKS [Ame96, LMG95, San92], GLIM [ZR+91],
Global [GK06, PWD93, SWH15, AD95, GBC92, HWS09, KH93, Ogi02],
Globally [WMMW97], glossary [IBM91c], GMAO [GK06], GMD [BRH90], GMRES [FGGL05, FGG09], GMS [She91],
Gmunden [Vol93], GNU [AS97, But95, SZ97, SA98, SA99, YSMA*17],
Gnuplot [AG95a], Goals [Ano93e],
Goddard [WBS97], Godunov [Ma91],
gold [Coh90], Goldberg [GMC96f],
GOLDCALC [Coh90], goodness [GH18],
GOR [Tea94], Gordon [STVS91, DKMS91],
GPGPU [MA18], GPOPS [RBD+11, RBD+10], GPSS [Chi91],
GPSS/PC [Chi91], GPU [iSYS12], GPUs [BC19, GML+16],
Gradients [Kut92, LN91, MN91, Sav95], gradient [Spec94],
grafting [BN93], Grain [CL97, HK91, LE98, KY98a, KY98b],
Grained [BR96], Grand [BEH+94, Ten93],
Grande [ACM01], Grande/ICSOPE [ACM01], Graph [BCT94, HK92, RR99],
Graphical [Ame96, HT91, UHP91, Cur94, LP05, Par94, She91], Graphics [Ame97a, Lan93a, Ame90a, AP90, Blu91, HW91, Hor99, IEC90, Lib90a, Lib90b, ISO90],
grapheque [IR90], Graphs [OE92, NH90],
GRASP [FPR01, Has96, Hop93, PPR97, RPL96, RFS98, RR99], GRASP2018 [FGJB19],
gravitational [FYR99, YRF02],
gravity [FR94, Lop90, MG91], Gray [Dob97], Great [Lap96], Greece [HMPT94],
GRESH [Hor91a, Hor91b], grid [Deu90, RRX+08, STVS91, SR04], grid-free [RRX+08],
gridded [MC96, Phi91b, Phi92],
Grids [BLW02, CN94, Gon93],
GROMOS96 [BCS01], Gross [KYS+15, MA90, TS06b, YSM+16, YSM+17],
ground [HW95, Joy92],
ground-based [HW95],
Group [Zei92, Sch94], Growth [Gar91a, Gar91b, Ger94a, Szy07], GSAP [HJK90],
GSL [Rap94], Guaranteed [Nak95a, Nak90],
Guest [Hat94],
GUI [Ana93a, Ana93b, Sal95],
Guide [And92a, And92b, ABB+95, BDPW98, BGA90, BAG95, BGA96, Cha95a, dCH94, ED99, Fab94, GMC96f, Geh95, Geh96, Geh97, HKS91, IBM93, Scixxb, Sco93, Sun92b, Sun92a, ZB94B, Ane98a, Bak91, BGA94, Con91, CZ90, Con90, CSS90a, CSS90b, CSS91, Cro90, Dig90a, Dig90b, Dig93a, Dig93b, Del93, FG93, He92a, Int90b, Int90d, Int90h, Int90m, Int90e, Int91b, Int91f, Int92, Ing90a, Ing90b, Law01, Num90a, Num91b, Num93a, Pag95, Sis92b, So93, Spexx, Sun93, WHL92a, WHL92b, Yip90, ZT90, GMC96c],
Guidebook [LW89, Tho97a], Guidelines [PWD93, Cok93a],
GUIs [Br91],
Guy [Eme94, Rag95, UMM94].
[AAC⁺04, HJT97, KSYE00, PW84]. Hilton [IEE90a]. HiPPI [JA92]. HIRLAM [GS95]. histograms [GH18, GHN19]. History [HOP93, Kin93, Lor19, McJ17a, Zim02, Bac98, Nan93a, MVZ98b]. hits [An90g]. HiWEP [Zim02]. HIZ [GST02b]. hole [LZL11, Taq16]. Holland [Nan93c]. homogeneous [KYY99]. Homotopy [WMMW97, SMSW06, WSW00]. HOMPACK90 [WMMW97]. Honolulu [IEE96]. Honor [NRS92, HOPL [HOP93]. HOPL-II [HOP93]. horizontal [Coo94, McG91]. House [Eme94]. HP [GMMM92, Hew90b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Hew92a, Hew92b, Hew01, TOML04]. HP-UX [TOML04]. HPC [Fox94, Loh10]. HPF [ABC⁺96, An94g, An94h, AMK92, AHOK02, Ben99b, Ben99a, Ben00, BF91, BDWP98, Bod94, BB96, BR98, Boul95, BCFH93, BCF⁹×93b, BCF⁹×94c, BCF⁹×94b, BCF⁹×94d, BMN94, BID95, BZ94, BD96, BG96, BCC⁹×97b, Bra00, BSCV95, BxCW01, BLW92, Br00, BMV93, CNBB96, CMT01, CL97, CMZ94b, CZM94b, CM98, CGSS94, Coe94a, Coe94b, Coe96, CA96, Cou97, DL97c, Del98, DS01, DS02, DCR99b, DRST03, EGK99, EGKU02, EGL01, FGR00, FSPC², FFK99, Fox94, GLPE97, GS91, Guo01, GMS⁺95, HKM98, HLO91, HCL93, IK96, IHKV92, ISKV92, JBO91a, JBO91b, Jno95, KKS⁺95, KHS96, KMS⁺95, LZ97, MM94, MBFC99, Met99a, MAH⁺92, Nak95c, Nak95b, NJ94c, NNON02, Ogi02, OA92, OP98a, OP98b, OPM00, PSG93, PHHF94a, PHHF94b, PH96, PD96, Pon94a, Pon94b, Sai95, SM92a, SF02b]. HPF [MSMY01, SM96, Sch96b, SZ95, SIS02, SID95, SMO2b, SVD96, Sdv98, Sm95a, Spe94, SS90, SN94, TBC94b, TCF94, TRV96, UZC97, Van94b, Vee94, WSL94, Zin99, vDSP96, vWAH²]. HPF-Builder [DL97c]. HPF-combined [MIN⁺95]. HPF-Like [Guo01, CMT01]. HPF/Portable [An94h, PHHF94a, PHHF94b, PH96]. HPF/JA [AHOK02, ISKV92, Ogi02, SIOS02]. HPF/SX [MAH⁺92]. HPF2 [BCR98]. HPFBench [HJJ⁺00]. HPFIT [BCC⁺96a, BCC⁺96b, BCC⁺97a, BCC⁺97b]. HPO [Di90a]. HSP[PEX [LM94]. HSPF [Neu01]. HTML [Na17]. hu [yKxx]. Human [Gal91]. Hungarian [Fer92, FK95]. Hungary [Fer92, FK95, Cse99]. hybrid [GRW07, LW07, Sre92]. hydrodynamic [RBS93a, RBS93b]. hydrogenic [PG10, Sar00, Sar17]. hydrologic [Pel93]. Hydrological [Neu01, Uni93, Bra94a, LM94]. Hyper [TBG⁺02]. Hyper-Threading [TBG⁺02]. Hypercube [BF92]. hypercubic [CHM91]. Hypergeometric [NPB92].

I. [GMC96b]. I/O [BLW92, LG93, LHHJ91, SW94, Coe94a]. I/Os [CFPS94]. IA [AAC⁺04]. IA-64 [AAC⁺04]. IBM [BBB⁺94, Bel90a, Bel90b, CK90, CT11, GR92, GMS⁺95, Int90c, Int90d, Lin93, Mra94, Per93, Pet91, SPS⁺91, Sai95, Sar91, Sar97, SSW91, WTW90]. ICFP [Coe03]. ICIP [IEE94b]. ICONIC [CB94]. ICPP [Agr95]. Id [Nik93], Idaho [Neu01], ideal [Loh10], identical [LSZ92, WHL95]. IEC [IEC98a, IEC98b, ISO04a, AC92, Ame97b, ISO90, ISO94, Int97a, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99, Int00, ISO04b, ISO10]. IEEE [AC97, IE92a, ACM98, HM92, Ins92, IE94g, Kar95], IF1 [LE98], IFAC [Bar92]. IFIP [Bai97, BT01, CGS94, DR94a]. Igniting [ACM03]. II [HS94a, YRF02, HOP93, An94e, Bac98, BK06, BCC⁺97b, CM94, Goo90e, Gö90f, Mar92, McJ17a]. III [An94f, Bac98, BGP94, VB93]. Illustrated [Tho97a, An98a]. IMACS [AH92, HR92]. IMACS-GAMM [AH92]. image [Lan90a, MKS94]. imaginary [GST04a, GST04b]. imhan [nY90]. IML
Gao05, Gao06, HMT90, Mac96b.

**Integrated** [ASS95, BGG+94, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, CFK+94, DCZ96, JL93, BCC+97a, BCC+97b]. **Integrates** [FXAC94]. **Integrating** [AP90, CM98, LMJC96, CMVZ94, YWS+94].

**Integration** [HIM91, CR98, EO94]. **Integrates** [ASS95, BGG+94, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, CFK+94, DCZ96, JL93, BCC+97a, BCC+97b]. **Integrating** [AP90, CM98, LMJC96, CMVZ94, YWS+94]. **Integrating** [AP90, CM98, LMJC96, CMVZ94, YWS+94]. **Integration** [HIM91, CR98, EO94]. **Intelligence** [BPG94, HR92]. **Intel** [Ano02, BRH90, GAW96a, GAW96b, KR94, KR95, McB91, SZG95, YSMA17]. **Intelligence** [BPG94, HR92]. **Intel(R)** [TBG+02]. **Intensive** [Bel90a, Bel90b, GR92]. **interacting** [PS08]. **interaction** [DRST03, El99, HKS+97, Sar00, Sar17]. **interactions** [GLS93, MMEH08]. **Interactive** [Ame97a, CC90, CS90a, HKTW94, IEC90, ISO90, KMT91, Kry94, Pao99, SAS90, Taz99, Ame90a, Coo95, HM92, HHK93, KNOR04, MKF95, Pao01, SMB90, Sil93, SWO92]. **InterCall** [Wei94]. **interchange** [AK94]. **Interface** [AG95a, Ano94j, Ano96b, BDP+96, KP93, BG96, BH90, BD91, DF92, DHH+95, DHHW96b, FKKC96, GRR99, HBG01, IEE92a, MJ93, SW94, YGS+94, Ano94k, BDPW98, BxCW01, CH96, Curr94, GMF18, HBG02, HHD+94, Hen95, Hor99, IE90b, Ins92, Lan93a, Nag90, Par94, She91, Sil93, BBB+94]. **Interfaces** [BB94, BF93b, Ins91a, IEE92a, IE93b, BF93a, Hem94, Ins91b, Ins92, I90]. **Interfacing** [All90, LMMW96, Och09]. **interim** [MS90, Ngu91]. **interior** [GT92a, GT94, GT92b]. **Interlanguage** [Mac91b, Mac91c]. **intermediate** [Nie92]. **intermolecular** [HMT90]. **Internal** [FW+94]. **Internation** [MS94]. **International** [AM94a, AM94c, ACM95a, ACM96a, Ano93m, Ano94a, Ano94i, AH92, BPG94, BV94, CMK94, Cse99, DW94, ERS95, EPL94b, Fri94, GH94a, GH94b, Glo91b, HMPT94, HAM95b, HS95, HS94b, HS94a, HHK94, IEE95a, IEE96, II91, ISO04a, KRB+90, Kry94, KSW93, Lev95a, NBC92, PBB+95, AKL04, Sen03, Sie94a, Sie94b, Voj93, WN90, Ano93q, Ban93, BGP94, BLT94, GH94c, Hua96, Sch93a]. **Internetworking** [Ano93b]. **interoperable** [YBMCB14]. **Interpolating** [Cos97a, Cos97b, MC96]. **Interpolation** [BM99, CMV09, Ren97b, RB99, TZW+10, KP93, MKC92, Ren03, Ren04, Yu01]. **interpretation** [BMO90, Ude91]. **interpreting** [Ano94h, PH94b]. **Interprocedural** [CCKT86, C96, CJ98, DJ92, Hal91]. **HHKT92, HHKT96, Harxx, MS93a, CKT85, HK90, LM94, SR96, Y93]. **Intersections** [NRS92]. **intersegmental** [S92]. **interstage** [MIN+95]. **Interval** [AS97, Ke95a, Ke96a, Ke96b, KVK92, Oku95, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, Sun95, Wal00, Wal01, Wal02b, WS94, BZ95, PBU95, KVK92]. **Interval-Enhanced** [SZAB99]. **INTERVAL_ARITHMETIC** [Ke96a, Ke96b]. **Intervals** [SB91]. **Interview** [Tay86]. **INTLIB** [KDKSH92, KDDH94]. **INTLIB_ARITHMETIC** [Ke95a]. **Intrinsic** [CCL01, Nag95, Sli9, Wal01, Wal02b]. **Intrinsics** [AS97, CL04]. **Introducing** [CS95, CS00, L90c, GMC96b]. **Introduction** [Cha94c, Cha97b, Ch91, DW08, Ell90, FJS96, Hat94, H91a, H91c, H91b, Jon93, Kug92, LP98b, Ma91, MH95, NL96, NL97b, Or94b, Or94a, Rout90, Sch96b, Var95, Wri91, Zim99, Cha95b, Ede90, Gri93, Och09, SSG93, Vil94, Wri90a, Mar98]. **Introductory** [Ric06, LD87, Num90a, Num91b, Num93a]. **intrusion** [FR94]. **invaded** [Dut94]. **Invariant** [BS92a, BS92b, BS97]. **Invention** [NRS92]. **inverse** [Koi09, MZM94, PT93]. **Inversion** [DLM99b, DLM99a, GGLM88,
GL90, GWDL08, GWDL10, KP93, NJ94a, NJ94b, Ple93, Tur93]. **inverting** [Gep90].

Invited [Meh93b, Zim02]. **involving** [Sar00, Sar17], IO [Sui92], Ion [PTS92].

ions [MCA17], IP [Ano93b, JA92], IPMLO [GT94]. **IPPS** [IEE96, IEE95a], iPSC [BRH90, KR94, McB91, KR95]. **iPSC/2** [BRH90]. iPSC/800 [KR94, McB91, KR95].

Ireland [HR92]. **Irregular** [Ben99a, BBCR98, Bra00, DL97a, GLPE97, HJT97, LP98a, PHD+95, PCS98, PCS99, Sch96a, UZCZ97, vKK+93, Ben00, BCC+97b, BSCV95, CC94, GF95b, HSM+95, LP99, Luc92, MR96b, Pon94a, Pon94b, PSC+95, SSG+10, SSG+18, SPM+94, dSL98, vKK92, von92].

Irregularly [Yu01]. ISBN [Eme94, Gon01, Hop97], ISCOPE [ACM01].

Ising [DM90, Heu90]. Isn't [RMX12]. ISO [Ame97b, Ano98b, ISO04a, AC92, A+92, Am97a, ABW92, ABM+97, IEC90, IEC94, IEC97, IEC98a, IEC98b, IEC99, Int97a, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99, Int00, Wic89].


ISO/IEC/TR2 [IEC98a, IEC98b]. Isopycnic [BDOS95a, BDOS95b].

ISPAN [HHK94]. ISSAC '94 [Kum94]. ISSAC'95 [Kum94]. J [Ano98a, Ano99a, Ano99b, GMC96b, GMC96d, GMC96f, Gl92a]. J. [GMC96c].

JA [AHOK02, ISKVW02, Og02, SIOS02]. Jacobian [FTPR04]. January [ACM91, ACM94b, ACM95b, Eme94, HS94b, HS94a, AFKL04, ACM93c]. Japan [CKMU94, HHK94, IF95, WN90].

Japanese [SM02a, SF02]. Java [ACM01, Ano97b, Ano97c, BGH+06, Bra97c, BSPF01, BSB+03, DD97, DSS99, FCHE02, FLQZ97, LP05, LS04, MMG98, MMG00, Och99].


Joseph [Hin06, Iha06, Sch07]. Journal [Ano93i]. Jr [ACM99, Eme94, Rag95, UMM94]. July [ACM95a, Ano95c, Bar92, Boi97, HMPT94, HR92, IEE92b, Lev95a, NBC92]. June [ACM01, Ano94i, Ano95a, DSZ94, DW94, Don95, FH90, IEE92b, Wie94, ACM93b].

JVM [SD01, SD03].


Kalman [Tor10]. Kanazawa [HHK94].

KAP [KLS94b]. kappa [RR92]. Karlsruhe [Ein91, KSW93, Sch93a]. KB0013 [Sal95].

KeLP [MBFC99]. Kemari [KMR+97].

Kergen [YFH97, WMCU97]. Kerrigan [GMC96c].

Kersim [MS90]. Kernel [Ame96]. Kernels [YFH97, WMCU97]. Kerrigan [GMC96c].

Kersim [MS90]. Keulen [Sto93]. Key [ABMS94].

Keyword [Tho86]. Keywords [Ham85, HM90, RH84]. KFKI [FK95].


Kingdom [Boi97]. Kirchhoff [Cap98].

Kirchhoff-Plates [Cap98]. Kit [Ano96b]. Knapsack [MT90]. Kniga [ES93b].
knowledge [KT94, LMJC96]. known
[Koelbel [Erie94, Rag95, UMM94]. Koonin [Ano3].
KPP [AC17]. Kramnik [Coc03].
Krommes [Kro90]. KSR [Ken91, Ken92a].
KSR1 [Pap93]. Kutta [EH07b]. kyesan
[nY90]. kyojae [nY90]. Kyoto [IFI95].

L [Ano98b, Ede90, Eme94, Hin06, Iha06,
MN11, UMM94, ZBLN97]. L-BFGS-B
[MM11, ZBLN97]. L1PMA [Dem03].
L2CXCV [Dem06]. L2CXFT [Dem95].
L2WPMA [Dem07]. Lab [FH92, WC92].
Laboratory [CFGG94, FGCG94].
LAD [KTMB02]. LADFEUDX [ZZN94].
Lahey [CM90]. Lahey/Fujitsu [Bee01a].
Lamba [STY15, STY18]. Lamb-shift
[STY15, STY18]. lamina [Raj95].
Lancelot [CGT92b, CT95]. language
[BDGxx, DV91, I90, Robxx, RD91].
Langley [Wie94]. Language
[ACM93b, Ame90b, Ame97a, Ame92,
Ano91a, Ano93g, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94m,
App91, Bee96b, Bee96c, Bee97, Ben95,
BFHH94, BEH97, BDK91, CMZ91, SG93a,
SG93b, SG93d, SG93e, DFS95, Ein95,
Ins91a, Fos93, FC95, FHK+90b, Fox91a,
FMW+94, GCM96e, Geh95, Geh96, Geh97,
Guo01, Hig92, IEE92a, IEE93b, Irv91, KA95,
KO91, KKMP95b, Lan90d, Lor9, Nik93,
OC94, Rys95, See04, XH90, AC92, Ame97b,
Alg90, Ano91c, Ano91d, AJF14, Con91,
Cel96, CS90c, CS91, Cra93, Dig92, Rocxx,
EN96, FCH92, FC92, FHK+90a, Con91,
Hew90a, HSI91, HMS+95, Int90a, Int90c,
Int90f, Int90g, Int90l, Int90k, Int91a, Int91e,
Int91d, IEC90, IEC97, Ins91b, Ins92, ISO90,
Int91a, Int91b, KKMP95a, Lan90c, Loh10,
Mar07, Met99c, Met99d, Nor91, OJ09, RD91,
Sil92a, Szy07, UZC95, UZC96, Wal93a,
WHL92a, WHL92b]. language
[ZBC+92, Zim92, ISO04a, CC94, ISO04b, ISO10].

Languages
[HOP93, ACM93c, ACM94b, ACM95b,
Ano93m, Ano94a, Ban93, BGNP94, CZM94a,
CMZ95, CMKH03, Fos94, Fox94, Hua96,
Ker93c, Kin93, Kn03, Mar93, PZA93,
PB+95, PMM+98, PHD+95, SM02, Sch93b,
SS96, USE94, VCV97b, WI93, ZA93, ACM91,
Ame97b, ASM+94, BMO90, BBF+92,
CMZ94a, Dot93, HMPT94, IEC94, IEC97,
IEC98a, IEC98b, IEC99, I91, ISO94, Int97a,
Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99, ISO00, Int00,
ISO04a, ISO04b, ISO10, KGV97, Nan93a,
Nic91, OJ09, ST95, Tay97, VCV97a, Zim07].
Lanthanum [KL95]. LAPACK
[And92a, ABB+95, And02, Bee01b, BDC+96,
DDH+95, DDH+96, DDHW96a, DDHW96b,
DD97, DDS99, FKF90, Ph91a, She92].
LAPACK3E [And02]. Laplace
[AJ98, DLM99b, DLM99a, GGLM88, GL90].
LARC [Wie94]. Large
[BC01, Bou97, CT95, CGT92b, KZ90,
MA18, NPB92, PR91, Ric06, SF92, SM03,
TT92, VBA95, BHLT09, BxCW01, CGT92a,
GOT03b, LS09, LN91, LMV9, MN11,
NY91, Str05, Tor10, TOC18, ZBLN97].
Large-Scale
[BC01, CT95, CGT92b, PR91, SF92, SM03,
TT92, VBA95, BHLT09, CGT92a, GOT03b,
LS09, LN91, LMV9, MN11, ZBLN97].
Lärobok [Ein94]. Larry [Rub93]. laser
[Eli98]. lasers [Ano94]. latency [KE93].
Latent [Gre93]. Lattice
[Ano94i, GAW96a, GAW96b, BW12, Mai90].
lattices [CHM91]. Layer [OP98a, PFS+04].
layered [CB95, FYR99, Par94, YRF02].
Layout [KK95a, KK98, BKK94]. Lazy
[M93b, Ms94]. LCPC [Hua06]. Learn
[Pif96]. Learned [MW95]. learning
[CB94]. Least [Dem95, Sou91a, Sou91b,
CS14, Dem97, Dem06, Dem07, GT07].
least-squares [CS14, Dem07, GT07].
Lecture [Meh93b]. lectures [DKMS91].
LEED90 [BRdAHK04]. Leestma [Rub93].
left [VLLY92]. Legacy
[AC97a, AC97b, Gli96, McD93, Nat00, RRM⁺15, EK95, Pre99, SFKL02, TMD13].  
Legendre [SSG⁺10, SSG⁺18].  
Lemaître [Rib02].  
Lemmon [Hin06, Iha06, Sch07].  
Length [Mey01, Ves91, CK86, IEC94, ISO94, Int00, Cou97].  
Lengths [Sil01].  
Lesson [GWE⁺05].  
Lessons [MWO95].  
lethal [RKMJ92].  
Letters [GWE⁺05].  
Level [DDP94, DH92, Ein91, Hig90b, Lin93, Per93, USE94, Va9j2, CCJ93, DLLR96, EN96, Ger98a, Ger98b, KLV98, MKF95, Mit02, SNK06, SS93, Wea94, ZJEP95, DD99, DDHD90, DV98].  
Level-3 [DDP94, DH92].  
Lexical [Dya95].  
lexically [BGS82].  
Libm [TOML04].  
Libraries [Cro92, EGKU99, Ham95a, IEE94e, IEE95b, KNOR04, Bee01b, Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, BCF94a, BV13, Hor96, LHW01].  
Library [Br04, KBR⁺91, CMKH03, For95, FHS78, Fox79, Jez93, KDKSH92, KDDH94, Kry94, MJKR93, SD99, TOM04, W99, BS13, CHHW94, Coo95, Cra91b, Cra92, DDH17, DLW⁺18, Du97, GT92a, GT94, G0T93b, HMK98, HM12, HW91, Int90f, Int90g, Int90l, Int90k, Int91a, Int91e, Int91d, JCL10, KN95, KV92, Mar92, MS09a, MS09b, Num99a, Num09b, Num09c, Num19a, Num19b, Num19c, Num39a, Num39b, Numxx, PQ94, Rap90, S9v0, Sch90, Ste91, W939b, GT92b, IMS90a, IMS90b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, IMS91g, IMS91h, Vi94, vWAH⁺02, Kri86].  
Life [NOL97].  
Lifetime [Hu93, ZMR⁺91].  
Lifetime-sensitive [Hu93].  
lift [How91, SH91].  
Lightweight [IKVw02].  
Like [Gu001, CMT01, KGV97, MM02, Yam95, Wa93a].  
Likelihood [BGW93, BLL⁺96, WCN92].  
likelihood-based [WCN92].  
limb [SZ90].  
Limitations [Meh93b, Meh93a].  
Linda [Sci93].  
line [NG93].  
line-broadening [NG93].  
Linear [ACIK97, dCH94, DGL91b, DGL91c, DGL91a, DDHD90, Don91, DV92, DCHH88b, DCHH88a, DR93a, DR93b, DV98, DHP02, GKO6, GGHvG01, HL94, KNS95b, LZ97, MKFB92, ONT95, TIUG90, WD98, DR95b, AR06, ARB94, ARB95, CS14, CWB92, CWB94, DH84, Don90, DR94b, DR95a, GT92a, GT94, HS10, KNS95a, LFG00, Mal91, OH90, Ove91, SG95, SMSW06, WSW00, ZT90, GT92b, vV90].  
Linear-Time [KNS95b, KNS95a].  
lines [FBC96, NG93].  
lineimu [Mal91].  
link [KSYE00].  
link-cell [KSYE00].  
Linking [Bee01b, GPS99, RV⁺92].  
Links [BKR⁺91].  
LINPACK [She92].  
Linux [Ano96b, Ano97b, Ano97a, Ano02, Bee01a, Del98, Hug96, KM07].  
Linux/AXP [Ano97b].  
Linz [BV94].  
Liouville [BGKZ91, GM97, Pry99].  
liquid [Cok83].  
LISP [BGS82, Gro91, Ume91, BW96, FBW95, FT03, KA95, Rap94, Rei96a, SSG93].  
listing [WRL90].  
Literate [AO90a, AO90b, AO90c, AAK01].  
literate-programming [AAK01].  
lithofacies [KDG99].  
lithosphere [HM93].  
lithospheric [Av94].  
Little [Ola96].  
Livermore [CF90].  
Lives [GWE⁺05].  
LLDRLF [BLL⁺96].  
Load [KH93, HM93, Kin92].  
Load/store [KH93].  
loading [Mir90].  
Local [CGL⁺95b, DS01, EGK02, SVD96, CGL⁺93, SDv98].  
locality [ADH95, LW07, Zim07].  
locality-aware [Zim07].  
Localization [YKK96, HC08, KY98a, KY98b].  
Localizing [CT90].  
Locating [Sal92, Wal90].  
Loft [Lov92].  
log [BLL⁺96, BLL⁺96].  
log-F [BLL⁺96].  
log-likelihood [BLL⁺96].  
logarithmic [BB07].  
Logic [Jon93, Kah01].  
Logical [van90b].  
London [Eme94].  
long [Cal90, FSV90, GMF18, TR91, YB92].  
long-period [FSV90].  
Loop [Bou96, FGL01, IK96, SF93, AK84, Ber92, DDH17, GF95b, LPA95, LP92, LP93, WMCU97].  
loop-based [Ber92].  
Loops [KK95b, TLS91, CK90, DFRR91, RP95, TLS90, YWS⁺94, CF90].  
losses [Xu93].
Mathematica
[Tay99, Fre92, FES05, LP05, Pao99, Pao01, Pri93, Tam95, Tho97a, Var97, Ano98a].
Mathematical
[AAC+04, KSW93, Mil04, Tho97a, WNO94, Ano98a, IMS91b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, XWK95].
Mathematics
[Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, NRS92, Mat90].
Mathieu
[Err06, EC13, Shi93b].
Mating
[Rit90].
MATLAB
[RBD+11, Tay99, CFGG94, DP96, DP99, DH12, LHW01, Pao99, Pao01, RBD+10, RV+92, Rei93, Ano97d, Ano97c, Bra97d, Bra97c, FGCG94, JM94, LS04].
Matrices
[GP97, Ram90, Rei02, SD90, BBB00, DL97a, DL97b, DGR92, DS94, FB12, GWL+92, Han92, Hig90b, Hig90a, JSY+20, MSC96, C90, DN09, DGR90, Hop02, KSM95, LS09, Pet99, S00, S17, UZC95, Var97].
Matrix-Matrix
[DS94].
Matrix-Vector
[MSC96].
Maximizing
[MSC96].
Maximum
[BGW93, RFS98].
May
[ACM93a, ACM96a, DT94, HS95, HDR03, IEE94d, Met99c, Met99d, SS96, W+95].
Maze
[Gil94].
mazev1
[DG08].
mazev2
[DG08].
mazev3
[DG08].
McFarland
[Mar90].
McLean
[IEE94a].
MD
[IEE02].
Means
[KLA95, Bin96, Gro90].
Measure
[CRDO16].
Measurement
[Mit97].
measurements
[Cum90, Lop90, SZG95].
measuring
[Fu90].
MEBDF
[CC92a].
MECCA
[AC17].
mechanical
[AM90, ZE92].
mechanics
[FTD91, GL10, San92].
mechanism
[Gep90].
media
[CB95, FCE02, Ano93b].
MEDINA
[AC17].
Meeting
[Ano93a, Ano95a].
meets
[Tam95].
megaflops
[MMG00].
Meiko
[RBS93a, RBS93b].
Memoriam
[Aik07].
Memory
[BR96, BP92, BGLP94, BK93, BCF+93c, BCF+94d, BMM94, BMN+97, CL97, CMZ91, DCZ96, Ger94a, GS97, HHKT92, Ham93, HKT92b, HLJ01, KHS96, KNS95b, KMR96, KK98, Mer92b, O993, PMBH93, PWD93, RSB97, Sch93b, Tall91, dSZP92, BZ99, BB02, Bod94, BCF+93b, BCF+94b, Cho92, CK91, DPZ97, Ger98a, Ger98b, GHS94, Hal91, HBB+95, HKT91b, HKT91a, HKT91d, HKT92c, HMS+95, JC93, KN95, KMR+97, KHS95, KNS95a, KE93, OH90, PZ93, Phi91a, RBS92, RS09a, RMX05, RA90, SS90, SNK06, TBC94a, Tse93, Wag94, WYJ99, WW95, W94, ZA93, vPMF92].
Meredith
[Ano03].
Merge
[YWS+94].
mesh
[GFR15, IJCL96].
meshes
[Lai92a, Lai92b].
Mesoscale
[Mich97].
Message
[Ano94j, BGLP94, FKKC96, KHS17, vDSP96, Ano94k, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, CHWH94, CA92, DOSW96, GS95, Kro14].
Message-Passing
[Ano94j, vDSP96, Ano94k, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, CHWH94, CA92].
messages
[BL94].
Metcalf
[GMC96d, Gla92a, Rub93].
Meteorology
[HK93b, HK93a, HK95].
Method
[BM99, Cap98, DLM99b, DLM99a, GGLM88, GL90, HD93, KG99, Rhe93, WS94, YMY93, BB00, Bin96, CM94, CC98, CA90, Dan90, DN04, Dot93, GRSS92, Gro90, HE13, HKS+97, HP95b, K92, LD90, Luc92, LP90, MN01, OM92, PW93, RBD+10, TRS91, RBD+11].
Methodology
[Nan93c, CDF+93, GKH+92, Tre91].
Methods
[Bo91b, Bh97, CMK00, CC95a, dCH94, EL97, Enr95, EP87, Ett92, Fan96, Glo91b, GGHvdG01, JSW93, KSW93, MMV95, NL95a, Pao99, RS92a, Ub97, Yam95, AH92, Bo91a, CRS90, DLW+18, Don95, Ede90, EH07b, GT92a, GT94, HKS+97, KM99, KBT94, KHC92, Mac96b, NL95b, Pao01, PRS99, PSC+95, RS92b, Sh93a, SS99, Tay99, GT92b, NSW90].
Metrics
[HIM91].
Mexico
[IEE91, Sie94a, Sie94b, USE94, ACM93b].
MH
[RH94].
MHD
[Kle93, Ogi02].
Mica
[Neu01].
Michael
[Rub93, Tay86].
MICOM
[BDOS95a, BDOS95b]. Micro [EO91]. Micro [EO91]. Microcomputer [Dot93, FTD91, RKMJ92].
Microcomputers [Mar90]. microscopic [Var97]. Microsoft [All90, Ano91e, Ano92d, Ano93]. BL90, HFMS95, KLA95, Mar90, Pas95, SWM95, WRL90, Wal91b, WS94].
Middleman [Mil91]. Migrating [Ano95e, Ker93a, Ker93c, Ker93b, MM94, GMC96c, Rys95]. migration [HZ99, IBM91d]. Milan [HS95]. millennium [Met99c, Met99d]. MIMD [BCF +93b, BCF +93c, BCF +94b, BCF +94d, Choo92, DDP94, GGW96, Ha91, HHKT92, HKT91b, HKT91a, HKT91d, HKT92c, HKT92b, LG93, MSC96, Tse93].
VSH91, Vaj92]. MPI
[Ano94j, Ano94k, BW12, BF01, CFMR95, Coo95, DZ98, GBR15, HZ99, LZ97, LCC+03, OP98b, RFRH96, SM02b, SM03, SC19, TAH+01, TOC18, WO96, YBMCB14].

MPI-Based [SM03, OP98b].

MPI-CHECK [LCC+03].

MPI-interoperable [YBMCB14].

MPI-Based [SM03, OP98b].

MPI-CHECK [LCC+03].

MPI-interoperable [YBMCB14].

MPP [AGS92, DOSW96, PMM93].

MS [HT91, WRL90].

MS-DOS [HT91, WRL90].

MSSM [DGS08, DKM07, MDM05].

MTIEU1 [Shi93b].

MTIEU2 [Shi93b].

Mullges [Ano97a, TDMC97, Hop97].

mullihak [KMmYsK92].

Multi [KHRS95, Mit02, BSCV95, PFS+04].

multi-dimensional [BSCV95].

multi-layer [PFS+04].

Multi-level [Mit02].

Multi-phase [KHRS95].

multi-body [Lie94a, Lie94b, Sre92].

Multibox [Dya94, Dya95].

multicell [Mir90].

Multicomponent [PTS92].

Multicomputer [HRW+98, KW94, SSOC93].

Multicomputers [KMR96, RSB97, GB92, WW95, W194, Yan94a].

Multiconference [Ten93].

multicore [HL08].

multicriterion [Osy92].

Multidimensional [SW94, RBS92].

Multidisciplinary [MSTM, CMVZ94].

Multiflow [LKF+93, SS93].

Multigrid [NK98, KLM00].

Multiinput [MR95a].

multilayer [AG95b].

multilayered [FR94].

Multilevel [DDF10, Sa06].

Multilocus [CHL94].

multiloop [Mas92b].

MULTINOR [Tho90].

multiphoton [TYJ92].

Multiphysics [LJO05, RAX10].

Multiple
[Bre78, Bre79, BHY80, CC93, MBFC99, Mor15, Smi91, Smi98, Smi11, SB01, vV90, Las97, RBD+10, RBD+11, Smi01].

multiple-phase [RBD+10, RBD+11].

Multiple-Precision
[Bre78, Bre79, Smi91, Smi98, Smi11].

Multiplication
[DS94, Hig90b, Han92, Pet91].

multiplications [DN09].

Multiprecision
[Ba92, Ba93a, Ba93b, Ba94, Bai95].

Multiprocessing [NV94].

Multiprocessor
[BP92, PWD93, SR04, EO91, KH92, KL90, Phi91a, Wag94].

MultiProcessors
[BMV93, CMZ91, PMBH93, Sch93b, AW94, GHSJ94, KSZ90, SPS+91, SMH91, TMD13, WWY99].

Multirate [EL97].

Multitasking [Vai93, Nag90].

Multivariate
[Dre92, Dre93, HP95a, KTMB02, Som98, TZW+10, Tho90, EKB92, vH110].

MUMPS
[MFK09].

Munich [GH94a, GH94b, GH94c].

muon [RM90].

muon-catalyzed [RM90].

Mutation
[KO91].

Mutation-based
[KO91].

mutual
[Szy07].

MV5
[Int90h, Int90n, IBM91b, Int91f, LHHJ91].

N
[BSS92, FK95, NRS92, vK94, DCR99a, ADB94, MB95].

N-body
[ADB94, MB95].

N.A.Software
[Beer01c].

N.S
[Mol12].

N1122
[W+95].

NAG
[KLM91, Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, BKR+91, For95, Mai91, Num90a, Num90b, Num90c, Num91a, Num91b, Num91c, Num93a, Num93b, Numxx].

NAGWare
[NR06, Ola92].

NAL
[MI+94].

NAMELIST
[Nai17].

NAS
[AHK02, NN02, Sa95, WYJ99].

NASA
[GK06, WBS97].

NASA/ [GK06].

National
[Ame90b, Ame92].

Natural
[NRS92, Cok93b, Nie92].

Nature
[Gal91].

Navier
[Fat94, RRX+08].

NBI
[FTD91].

NC
[Agr95].

NCAR
[Mic97].

NDA
[LV01].

NDP
[Ano97b].

near
[CCW04].

Nearly
[Dec93].

Need
[VCV97b, VCV97a].

Nekbone
[GML+16].

nested
[PPW94].

Nestor
[SD99].

nests
[GF95b].

Netherlands
[Ano93a, Ano93q, DSZ94].

nets
[Lai92a, Lai92b].

Network
[AAN+93, Coe94b, Oku95, TT92, BDG+94, BID95, DLW+98, MIN+95, MC96].

Networking
[ACM97, ACM98, GH94a].
Object-Based [Dub97]. Object-Oriented [AC97a, AC97b, FB12, MD97, MMT9, NCMF15, WBS97, Wil93, DC08, KLM00, Moo95, Shi93a, Smi92, Abs91, CSC97, CH98, QRH00, Sal06, Sch91, Wan90a, Wan90b, Dub97].

Objectives [RMX12, AFAS99].

Obtain [Gep90].

Obtaining [LH92].

Oblyknovennykh [AZ90].

Oc.cam [LN91].

Oc.cam [AHZ90, Mar92, SAC92].

October [Ano93a, Ano94a, Ano94i, Ano94o, AH92, BPG94, BT01, BG94, Enr95, Rei93, GGK93, IEE94e, IEE95b, IFI95, PRS99, Sch93a, Sch93b, USE94, Vol93].

ODBC [Ano96b].

ODRPACK95 [ZBW07].

Oeuvre [LMG95].

O

of [JCL10].

OCO [MK91].

OCO [HM99].

ODC [MCA17].

OED [MS95].

ODE [MCA17].

OPE [MS95].

OPLS [HKS97].

Oppenheimer [BG93].

Oppermann [Kro90].

OPS5 [Gro91].

Optimal [CA96, FJ92, Kra94, NH90, SV95, dSZ92, AM90, NSW90, RBD10, RBD11].

Optimisation [KHC92].

Optimization [AMC98, AMKS02, ABB94, Bou97, CT92, FJS97, FAh94, GPS99, Ht92, IBM93, KLW93, Maaxx, MMT9,McC96, MGH81, NS92, NI03, OA02, Osy92, PAK90, SM93, SWH95, ACH95, CCL04, CT92a, Con90, CKT85, GT92a, GT94, Got03b, HWS09, KM99, ILO1, LMV09, MCAB92, MN11, RT90, SMG91, Sav95, TR96, ZT90, GT92b, BM901].

Optimizations [HKT92b, HKT94, iSYS12, HKT91b, HKT91d].

Optimize [AAC94, Sab92, SGMS97, BHS92].

Optimized [AAC94, Sab92, SGMS97, BHS92].

Option [LD87].

Optional [Das06].

Orange [ACM98].

Orbital [KLA95].

Orchestrating [GLS93].

Order [Cas89a, CC92a, CC92a, Fuji95, GM97, Hig91, Kod90, Kod11, KH13, Mac98, OMT95, Shi93b, SWM95, TUG90, GST04a, IDV97, KHC92, LW97, Ove91, Sar97, vH06, vH07, vH10].

Order-Restricted [KH13].

Ordering [ADD04].

Orders [HMW91, GST04b, HMW93].

Ordinary
PHD+95, PTM96, PTV96, RA90, SWBO93, Sab95, Sar91, SZM98, SWW90, SSC00, SM03, Sie94a, Sie94b, SWH15. [Parallel
[Ste95b, Sze90, TR96, Vo93, XI90, YGS+94, YYY93, dSL98, vDSP96, AES+96, AEG99, AI90, AI93, ASM+94, AFMP95, ABC+96, AH91, AD94, BB+94, BKT94, Ban93, BGPN94, BS13, BB02, BDS95a, BDS95b, Bod94, BR90, BBDR94, BBD95, BID95, BxCW01, BL94, Ce96, CCL04, CMZ94b, Cha93, CGL+93, CC92b, CC94, CCW04, CN94, CEF+95, CWB92, CWW94, CDGM96, Co95, CFPS94, CDH+94, CK91, Dr94a, DSZ94, DH84, DT94, DW92, EL94, EJLC97, IJCL96, LMJC96, Lov92, MCA17, MC96, MR96b, Nic91, NON02, NS96, NR98, O9K3, OPE+95, Off94, OH90, PSG03, PW84, PQ94, Per94, PD96, PBG+95, QHR90, RBS92, RBS93a, RBS93b, RL91, Sal96, SSW91, ST95, Sta94, SMW96, SV95, Su91, SZ91, TBC94a, TMD13, UZC95, UZC96, UH91, U9t90, WT90, W912, YWS+94, YO95, Z9CP95, ABB+91, BLLW95, BBG+93, DW94, HK93a].
Parallelisation [HBD+93, Jez93, EJLC97, IJCL96, LMJC96, Lov92]. parallelise [PFS+04]. Parallelism [BEH*94, CFK+94, CT90, Fos94, FKK96, GOS94, HK01, LE98, LR94, OP98a, RSB97, AD95, BK89, Bar94, Bod94, CMV94, Fu90, GP92, Mar93, MBFC99, OPP00, PPW94, PQ94, SS093]. Parallelisme [Cha94a]. Parallelization [BC01, BB96, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, Che92, DCR99b, El98, EB98, FB92, Fuh94, Ger94a, Harxx, IK96, Kik93, KO90, LP98a, RA90, SAS90, SF93, TLS90, TLS91, WYJ99, BCS01, BW12, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, DDec96, Kin92, LP99, RP95, STVS91, vPMF92].
[AFAS99, Ano94j, BGLP94, FKKC96, vDSP96, Ano94k, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, CHHW94, CA92, DOSW96, GS95]. Pattern [RD92, Wea94]. pattern-matching [Wea94]. Pattern [HMR+15, MDD94, Agt94, Bec91, DG08, DRST03, RAX10, TRS91]. PC [DeK90, Ame90a, CLN9+02, Chi91, EN96, FH92, Ham93, Ham95a, KP92, Ku95, Lav91, PS96, RM90, Sal92, SRM90, WC92, Bod94]. PC-APD [KP92]. PC-based [Sal92]. PC-Fortran [RM90]. PCOMP [DLS95, LS90a, LS90b, LS00]. PCs [Bra90, FL91, NV94]. PCTE [HZ94]. PDE [GBR15, HRW+98, OH90, LD90]. PDEQSOL [HIS91]. PDEs [BD91, WKM04]. PDS [HKM98]. Pedagogic [And92b]. Peek [Smi00]. Peerless [Kri86]. Pelitic [MSB92]. PELLPACK [HRW+98]. Penn [Mic97]. Pennsylvania [ACM96a]. penultimate [Met99c, Met99d]. Percentiles [AS93]. Perfect [Cyb91, VSH91]. Performance [ACM97, ACM98, Adv98, AM01, ADHF96, ACK97, AH91, AH94, ALO94a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93e, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano93f, Ano93k, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94h, Ano94m, AGR+97, BGS94a, Bee96a, Bel90a, Bel90b, BBZ94, BZ99, Ben99b, BB02, BEH+94, Bou95, BCF+93c, BCF+94a, BMN+95, BMN+97, Bra94d, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, BGMZ92, BH90, CLN9+02, CMT01, CC95a, CZM93b, CMZ95, CCW04, CKZ92, Cod90b, Cou97, CL93, CL94, DDCMR96, DL97a, DL97b, DS97, DZ98, DCR99a, Din99, Don90, Don91, DV92, Dow93, EGKU02, Eli98, FBB92, FGRTOO, FJSD96, FXAC94, Fos94, Fox91a, FGG09, GS01a, GH94a, Ger94b, GOS94, Hig92, HM96, Han98, HBB+95, Hat94, HMR+15, HF95, HK+97, HIM91, HIJT97, HJJ+00, IEE94d, IF95, KMR+97, KaM10, Ken94b, KK95a, KKO1, KS02, KZ11]. Performance [KMBK96, KMS+95, KOM93, KOM94, Koe92, KLS+94a, KGV97, KK94, KZ94a, KZ94b, Lin93, LMMW96, Lov94, MB95, McC95, MSC96, MMY95a, Meh93a, Meh93b, Meh94, MVZ98b, MVZ98a, MZ00, MZ01, MH95, MCH96, Met95, MMY95, MMY95b, MR95b, MA18, NOL97, Off98, PFS+04, PHIF94b, PH96, Paz96, Per93, PMBH93, Pre93c, PA94, Rag95, RMCKB97, Sab95, SF02, SZM98, Sch96a, Sch97, SMNC93, SIOS02, SM02b, SM03, Ste93, SSG94, Ten93, The93, TBG+92, Tse97, UMM94, Wag94, WD98, Yan94a, YGS+94, YFH97, Zim02, dSL98, van94a, ALO94b, Ano93q, Ano94d, AHJS90, BCM+93, Bli90, BCF+93b, Bre92, BMV03, Car91b, Car92, CK90, CMZ93a, CMZ94a, CZ90, CDF+93, Dfr90b, Dig93b, DS02, Don95, Du92, Eme94, FGGL05, GH94b, God93, GML+16, HS95, HP95b, IJCL96, KL98]. performance [KKS+95, KT00, KC94, Lov93, LS92, LHJ91, MDV07, Ph91a, SM02a, Sal92, SZG95, SSS97, Zos93, BFHH94, Bra94c, CMZ94a, GH94c, SSH08]. performance-prediction [BMV03]. Performances [DCR99b]. performing [NJ94b, W94]. PerfVisS [KC94]. period [FSV90]. periodic [KS12]. Perl [Wes96]. PERM [LH92]. permeability [Ude91]. Permutated [LH92]. Persistent [Kry94]. Personal [Me96, TT93, Blu91, Laj90]. Perspective [Fox94, Pap93, Smi95a]. Perspectives [Wi93]. perturbation [Gl10]. PESC [IEE92b]. peta [Zim07]. peta-scale [Zim07]. Peter [Co93]. PETS [HKM98]. Pfortran [BCS00, BCS01, BC01]. PGHPP [BMN+97, Sch94]. pH [LHW01]. Phase [DD97, WW90, Cok91, KHR95, LP90, RBD+10, RBD+11]. Phase-Change [WW90]. phi [SG95]. PHIGS [IEC90, ISO90, Ame97a, Lan93a]. Philadelphia [ACM96a, Sen03]. Philosophy [NRS92]. Phoenix [ACM93]. Phonetics [Ano96b]. photograph [DH95]. Phys [Jam96]. Physical [GDS94, NRS92, WTW90]. Physics
Precompilers [Sou91a, Sou91b].
Preconditioners [DDF10, Sal06].
preconditioning [CH98, MN01]. predict [CK90]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [CK90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92]. Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a]. Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CGL+95a, CDF+93, Mil92, RTY90]. predictor [vV90]. Predictors [van90b]. predicts [Kut92].
RBS92, VSH91, YYX+07, KHS17

Processors [DDP94, DD99, HK93b, HK93a, HK95, RA90, CK91, KMR+97, LSW92, O’K93, OPE+95, OH90, Sta94]. produced [FYN99, Kea92, YRF02]. producing [CCJ93]. Products [MSC96, SMSW06, W6W00]. Production [MA18]. Productivity [CP99, KaM10, Zin07]. Products [Ano96b, Ano97b, Ano97d, Bra97d, Ano97c, Bra97c]. produced [FYR99, Kea92, YRF02]. producing [CCJ93]. Products [MSC96, SMSW06, W6W00]. Production [MA18]. Productivity [CP99, KaM10, Zin07]. Products [Ano96b, Ano97b, Ano97d, Bra97d, Ano97c, Bra97c].
Gro91, GS95, HHK+93, HCD+98, HZ94, Hem94, HKT91c, Hir91, Hor96, Int90h, Int90m, Int90n, Int91b, Int91f, II91, Ken92a, KMT91, Ken94a, KF90, KF92d, KB94, Kon92, KV9K2, Kug92, dLJE95, Loh10, Mar07, MC95a, Meh93a, Met92b, MKS94, Nan93a, NSWP90, NDS96, NDSG07, Nor91, NR98, OJ09, PMM94, Per94, PD96, PA93, iSYS12, Sch91a, Sh93a, Sny07, Szy07, TJ90, Vee94, VCV97a, Wam90a, Wam90b, ZA93, ISO94, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99].

programming-are

programmiruyushchikh [ES93b].

Programs

AG95a, AH94, Ano96c, AMKS02, AJ98, BGZ94, Bai92, Bai93a, Bai93b, Bel90a, Bel90b, BCC+91a, BCC+91b, BCC+92, BKM96, BF93a, BMN94, Bra90, Bra97b, BZ94, Bn96a, CL97, CGS93, CGL+95b, CH94, Che92, Cod90b, Cok95, CHL94, CRDO16, CC93, CT90, Dec93, DHD900, DCH88b, DB89b, EHI+91, EHI+93, EB98, FGL01, FZ92, Fos17, Ger94b, GS97, Harxx, Hor91a, Hor91b, Hor92, HLJ95, HLJ01, HCLJ03, KN94, KM97, KNS95b, KMS+95, KLS94b, LM90b, LP98a, MKF932, MccB06, Mer92b, Nat00, Pao99, Pra90, RS92a, Rit90, SW90, SKP91, SSC00, SB01, SF93, Sze90, TBC94b, TCF94, TR96, Tho97a, WN904, WR91, XH90, Av94, AZ98, AH91, Ano89a, AC16, Bak91, BF93b, Bl90, Br96b, CMP02, CCL04, Cha93, CGL+93, Che90, CC98, CCJ93, CZ90, CII98, Cur94, DP99].

programs [DH95, D90, EMR93, EO91, FSPC+92, FCH02, FPR99, Fos95, GP92, GS98, HCD+98, HMT90, HMS+95, JCL10, JC93, KNS95a, KY94, KC94, KYSV+15, LM90a, LP99, Lov92, Luc92, LCC+03, MMR92, MSZ90, MA99, NJ94a, OK93, OPE+95, OM90, Pao01, PS94, Ph91b, Ph92, RM90, RS92b, RL91, RD91, Rot93, SFKLO2, SS90, SSW91, SY90a, SLY90b, SR95, SSG97, SZ91, Tay99, TBC94a, Tip91, UHP91, Utt90, Wam90a, Wam90b, WRi90a, YO95, YSVM+16, YSMA+17, YRF02, Zahn92, Sch91b]. Progress [CM94, Fei94].


propagation

[CCK86, JCL10, MS93a, SRH96, TYJ92]. properties

[KRY90, Lar93, Raj95, SS90, SMB90, ZER92]. Proposal

[DDH+95, DDHW96b, She92, Sni92, Wie89]. Proposed [Ame87, Ame90b]. prospecting [PT93]. Prospects [MV99a]. protein [MMEH08, Ste91]. proteins [MMEH08].

Protocols [An93b]. Prototype [Tse97, YYM93, FLQZ97]. Prototyping [CC92b, Kea95b]. providing [GMF18].

Proximity [BD90]. PRPQ [IBM91d].

Pseudo [BT94, NIY+94].

Pseudo-recursive [BT94]. pseudocode [Tre90]. Pseudorandom [Ham98, Jam90, Jam94, Jam96, MS00a, MS00b]. pseudoskin [AG95b]. pseudospectral [RBD+10, RBD+11]. pseudostress [LN91]. ptfch [Spe94]. Pthreads [AS14]. PTOOL [IBM91d]. PVM

[BID95, CDGM96, DP94, DPZ97, For95, LW95b, LW95a, MWO95, OPP00, RS93]. pyMDO [MMEH08]. Python

[DH99, GH18, GHN19, MMEH08, SSH08]. PyTrilinos

[SSH08].

Publications

[Bee96b, Bee96c, Bee96a, Bee97]. purpose [Lan90a, SS10]. PUT [HDH+94].

PUT/GET [HDH+94]. PVM

[BD95, CDGM96, DP94, DPZ97, For95, LW95b, LW95a, MWO95, OPP00, RS93]. pyMDO [MMEH08]. Python

[DH99, GH18, GHN19, MMEH08, SSH08]. PyTrilinos

[SSH08].

QCD [AC16, DLLR96, KLN90, Sta94].

QCDF90 [DLLR96]. QCDMFT [NS11].

QCDMFT [CZ90]. QEDMOD

S [Adl93, Ano98b, Eme94, GMC96f, UMM94, Yan94b, Mal91, BSS92, BKP93, FGG94, Las97, MJR93, RD92, Yan95]. S-PLUS [MJR93, Las97, RD92, Yan95]. S [Mal91]. S02YSCODE [CFGG94]. S12 [HK91]. SAC [GS01b]. safe [GOT03b]. Sale [SW91]. Salesman [CT95, PR91]. Saline [BLT94]. Sample [Ano96c, Gil91b, Gil91a, Gil01]. Sample-Size [Gil91b, Gil91a]. samples [Coh90, Gho01, Tsa01]. San [ACM93a, ACM95b, ACM97, Ano94a, BBG+95, IEE93a, Kar95]. Sanford [Rub93]. Santa [Ano95c, IEE95a, USE94]. SAS [SB01, SAS-IML [SB01]. saturated [TOC18]. saturation [EN96]. Saul [Gar93, Loz98]. Savez [Ain90, Ain91, Ain93]. Savez-vous [Ain90, Ain91, Ain93]. SC2002 [IEE02]. SC2003 [ACM03]. SC22 [W+95]. SC22/WG56 [W+95]. SC22/WG56-N1122 [W+95]. SC97 [ACM97, ACM97]. SC98 [ACM98, ACM98]. SC’99 [ACM99]. Scalability [PMBH93, SSG94]. Scalable [BBG+93, CG+94a, Fox94, IEE94d, IE94e, IE95b, SS96, ARB94, ARB95, BB+94, BB02, MS00a, MS00b, Mic-97, PSG03, Sal06, ZCP95]. \textit{ScalAPACK} [BDPW98, BG96, LMMW96]. scalar [Phi91a, SS99]. Scale [BC01, CT95, CGT92b, PR91, SF92, SM03, TT92, VBA95, BHLT90, CDF+93, CGT92a, EH07a, GOT03b, KS90, LS09, LN91, LM90, MN11, Tor10, Zim07, ZBLN97]. Scales [EL97]. SCAN [Cse99, Ste91, AH92]. SCAN-91 [AH92]. SCAN-98 [Cse99]. Scattered [Ren97b, RB99, TZW+10, Aki96, DV00, Ren96b, Ren04]. scattered-data [Aki96, DV00]. scaterring [AIS+97, NVC96, YK90, YB92]. Schafer [Sch07, Hin06, Iha06]. Schaum [MC95a, MC95b]. Schaum’s [MC94]. Schedule [EDA96, PSC93b]. Scheduling [EDA96, KF94, KE93, KY94, Luc92, LFK+93]. schématique [Tr09]. Scheme [HK91, HMKN91, HLJ95, HBD+93, KY98a, KY98b, Harx]. Schemes [Fuj95, SVD96, GY92, SDv98]. Schofield [Sch91]. School [Van95]. Schreiber [Eme94, Rag95, UMM94]. Schrödinger [CRS90]. Schur [Koi09]. Science [Ano93a, Ano95b, Bro90a, Cha94c, EPL94b, Gla92a, HK93b, Lap96, NRS92, SMSY02, HCD+98, HK93a, Kor99, LD87, ZJEP95]. Sciences [ER89, Glo91b, HS94b, HS94a, MS94]. Scientific [AK93, Adl93, Adv98, AH92, BBG+95, BC01, BN93, BN96, Ber92, BSPF01, CNBB96, Cse99, CHKM93, DS97, DB93c, DY99, Eme91, Eme94, FJS96, FMW+94, GRE99, Hun00, KM97, Kon99, Lev98, LP98b, LMR+97, Nat00, Orl94b, Orlt94a, PAK+90, PM96, PT96, Rie95, Sny07, Ste95a, Vel97, Wic89, Wil95a, Yan94b, AHZ90, Ano96a, Ben99b, BC97, BT01, Bou95, BSB+03, CSC+97, Cel96, Che90]
SIGCSE [Ano95b]. \textbf{Signal} [SD92, SD93]. signals [Ame90a]. signatures [Pre99].
Significance [SD90]. SIGPLAN [HOP93, HOP93, ACM93c, PPP93, ACM93b, ACM93a, ACM94b, ACM95b, Ano95c].
SIGPLAN-SIGACT [ACM93c, ACM94b, ACM95b].
silicate [SSLG91]. silicon [SMB90].
SIMD [GGW96, KLW93, Rot93]. similar [HD05].
Simple [Wal92, BC19, Ngu91, YB13].
Simplices [BCE93, GC03]. simplification [Nat92].
simplified [CK90, DN04, Shi98]. Simplifying [MP93]. simulate [FHE95, MB92]. simulated [GF95a].
Simulating [MMEH08, Wic99]. Simulation [ADHF96, Chi91, Cok95, DFS95, Ger94a, Hun00, KR94, KR95, LMK94, MDD94, MMV95, PTH92, SMY92, Ten93, BD93, Bwa94a, Cz90, Cra95, DCR99a, GBC92, GAW96a, GAW96b, He90, KSYE00, KDC99, Le93, MWM90, MSZ90, Nan93a, Neu01, Ogi02, Sre92, Tai94, Tre91, Uni93, WHL92a, WHL92b, van90a]. Simulations [GPS99, MB95, SM02b, Cahl90, DLR96, FCH92, KT00, NSWP90, QRH90, TOC18].
Simulator [OC94, MSH92]. Simultaneous [CJL97, SB01]. \textbf{Sinc} [SS99].
Since [NRS92]. sine [Mac96b]. Single [EB08, MR93b, Bap05b, Bar94, Cok91, NH99, VK93]. single-expression-use [NH09].
Single-Input [MR93b]. single-step [VKB93]. singular [Gao95, Gao06]. \textbf{SISAL} [CF90]. situ [SS90]. \textbf{Sixth} [Ano94a, HK95]. Size [GIl91b, GIl91a, Coh90, GIl01]. sizes [Kir02]. \textbf{Skew} [BSV16].
Smith [Ano98b]. \textbf{SMMP} [MMEH08]. smoothing [Dem03, Dem06]. \textbf{Smoothly} [PS96]. \textbf{SNA} [KSW93]. \textbf{Sneak} [Smi00].
\textbf{Software} [Ano92c, Ano95f, Ano96b, Ano97b, Ano97d, BK91, BPG94, BLLW95, BD91, BM01, Bou97, Bra97d, BG97, CFFG94, DLM99b, Don91, DV92, DCZ96, FGCG94, GGLM88, GL90, GWL*92, Gen06, Her90, HS94b, HS94a, Hin06, IFB95, Iha06, Ken92b, KO91, LMR*97, MKF90, MGH91, NS92, Sch07, Ueb97, WNO94, Ano97c, AP90, BHL09, Bli97, Bto01, Bho81, Bra97c, CMV94, CH96, CT85, Don90, DPZ97, FG93, Fos95, GBC92, Hop02, Kas93, Kor99, Lav91, LS05, Mac96b, Mac96a, Mi91, Nag90, Ouy92, Pa09, RBD*10, RBD*11, AFKL04, Ren96b, Sni01, SMH91, Tal94, WKM04, Ano93p, UM93]. Software-\text{Entwicklung} [Ano93p, UM93].
\textbf{Solaris} [Sun93]. Solution [BSV16, CT95, DL97b, DRS92, DRS93b, GWDL08, HIS91, MD97, MKFB92, PPR97, RFS98, Rhe93, WW90, DR95b, AR06, AZ90, BHL09, DR94b, DR95a, Drf04, GWDL10, HS10, Hop03, IDV97, KKK95, KL92, OH90, Pri93, RLP06, RR99, Ste90, Tea94]. solution-gas-drive [Tea94]. Solutions [BGG*94, Nak95a, Shi93b, AF92, CB92, FMR01, GST04b, Has06, Rib02, Sch91a]. Solve [MR93b, MR95a, PS08, TSO6b].
solvver.Scientific [BG94]. Solvers [DL97a, Pr99, AR94, AR95, HBG*05, SH08, dSL98]. Solving [Ano92c, Bro97, Cas89a, CC92a, Edg92, Ein91, GWL*92, GM97, Hig91, HRW*98, Ric95, Sab95, TTD92, WR93, Cho91, GT03, GT07, GDS94, Hop02, KM09, KFK00, KFK02, KK99, LP05, LD90, NY91, RBD*10, RBD*11, Sli93, SMSW06, T90, WSW00, YSVM*16, YSMA*17, ZT90]. Some
Sch07, IMS90b, IMS91c, IMS91g, IMS91h, LS05, PSPE94, PW93. Statistics [Gil94, HFMS95, MJ93]. Status [DZ98, MVZ98a, Nak95c, Nak95b, Ste93, Zim02, MVZ98b]. stdio.h [Lev97].

Statistics [Gil94, HFMS95, MJ93]. Status [DZ98, MVZ98a, Nak95c, Nak95b, Ste93, Zim02, MVZ98b].

Still [Met92b]. Stochastic [CFGG94, FGCG94, AS92, Vig93].

StopWatch [Mit97].

Storage [Rotxx, SVD96, Cra95, Sdv98]. store [KH93].

Still [Met92b]. Stochastic [CFGG94, FGCG94, AS92, Vig93].

Strategy [RRM+98, CC92a].

Storm [CDF+93]. Storm-scale [CDF+93].

Structures [KGV97, Smi93b, Unixx].

Structured [ASS93, ASS95, Ett90, Ett93, Ett96, Ett97, Lin93, Mas93a, Per93, Ves91, Alt90, DR94b, El81, GRB15, JCL96, KF90, KF92d, Mas92a].

subscripted [CCK90]. Subscripts [SSC00].

Subset [Ano93c, Ola96, Gla92b, Par86, MCH96].

subsets [Shi89]. Subspace [BS92a, BS92b, BS97, Ram90]. substitution [CHT92].


SunSoft [Ano95g]. SUPERB [ZBC94].

Supercomputer [Ano94o, DKMS91, GAW96a, GAW96b, ST90].

Supercomputers [Ken92b, LW89, Car91b, Car92].

Supercomputing [ACM94a, ACM95a, ACM96a, ACM96b, Ano93q, HK93b, IEE90a, IEE91, IEE92d, IEE93d, IEE94f, Kar95, KSW93, BFB+92, HK93a, KT94].
SUPERFLUID [BSS92]. supernode [Mar92]. supersonic [Dan90].
Supersymmetric [DKM07, DET12, MDM05]. Support [ASS93, AH94, Ano94a, Bra00, BGS94b, BLW02, But95, CFK+94, CCL04, FBZ92, HKT92a, Ken94b, MR95b, OP98b, Sch96a, SZAB97, TBC94b, AES+96, AH91, Bro03, DNS98, HDH+94, HDH+95, HKT91c, HNS+95, II90, PSC+95, SPM+94].
supported [San92]. Supporting [Pon94a, Pon94b, PHD+95, BMO90, GMF18].
Supports [CCL01]. SUPRENUM [Hem94, AHJS90, McB91, ST90].
Suprenum-1 [McB91]. Surface [Ren97a, Ren97b, Tre91, Yu01, Aki96, BDH+05, DV00, RBS93a, RBS93b, Ren96b, Ren04].
Survey [FKL94, Pazz96]. survivers [App91].
SuSpect [DKM07]. SusyBSG [DGS08].
SVM [BGNP93, BGS94b, Ger94b, GB95]. SVM-Fortran [GB95, Ger94b, GB95].
Swansea [Bar92]. Sweden [HAM95b]. Sweat3D [CDMC06]. SX [MAH+02]. Sylvester [GWL+92, Hop02]. symbol [AP90].
Symbolic [ACM94c, Ano97d, BF93a, Bra97d, BK9+91, Cre90b, DJ92, GDS94, HR92, Lev95a, LP90, Sen03, Var95, WN90, Coo95, FSPC+02, Gro90, LP05, Mat90, Pa90].
Symbolic-numeric [GDS94]. Symmetric [BMV03, NV94, PR91, DR95b, CS14, DR94b, DR95a, Duf04, HS10, Raj95].
Symmetry [Cod90a]. Symposium [ACM93c, PPP93, ACM93a, ACM94b, ACM94c, ACM95b, Ano94d, Ano94i, Ano94o, Ano95c, Ano95b, AH92, Cse99, HK994, IEE92c, IEE93c, IEE94a, IEE94g, IEE96, Lev95a, Sen03, Sie94a, Sie94b, Ten93, USE94, WN90, ACM91, Bar92, IEE95a].
Synchronization [AH94, GS97, AH91]. syntax [Num05]. Synthesis [HLJ95, HLJ01, Per94]. Synthesize [HLJ98]. Synthetic [DP94]. System [Ame96, Ame97a, Ano93b, AO90a, AO90b, AO90c, BK95, Bai94, Bai95, BBG+93, BGS94b, DCZ96, ERS95, Fro93, FXAC94, FES05, G91a, Gar91b, HBG+96, HS94b, HS94a, HMK+91b, HKK+92, HM91, IBM93, IEC90, IEE92a, IEE93b, IEE94g, ISO90, Kas93, KO91, Koo90, MS94, Oed93, Osy92, Sar91, SP91a, SP91b, WW90, YMY93, AS92, AKLS88, BBB+97, BL94, Che91, CFPS94, CK91, Cra90, Cra91a, GV92, GL10, GDB97, Gro91, HHS95, Heu90, Hfl92, IEE90b, Ins92, Ing90a, Ing90b, KMR+97, Kik93, KN90, KKY99, KKV92, Lev94, LSZ92, LHHJ91, LMK94, MCH96, Mic93b, MSZ90, Nar95, PSM03, PSS+93a, PSS+93b, RS90a, So93, Sat97, She91, Utt90, WHL95, Bel90a, Bel90b, Fah94, GR92, HKK+91b, SS91, Yin94a].
System-Harray [YYM93]. System/3090 [SS91]. System/390 [GR92].
System/6000 [IBM93, Bel90a, Bel90b]. Systematic [KK95b]. Systematical [NJ94c].
Systems [Ame97a, Ano94a, BPG94, BD91, BMMN94, Cas89a, CC92a, Che92, CFGG94, dCH94, DR93a, DR93b, FBZ92, FGGC94, Ger94a, HC92, HC94, HBB+95, Hig91, HR92, Hum00, IEE94g, JL93, KZ94a, KZ94b, MKFB92, MR93b, MR95a, RFC90, Ri90, SM03, SS96, TOML04, Tho97b, DR95b, vDSP96, AR06, Ano91b, AM90, BBB+94, Bar92, BB02, Coo95, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c, DR94a, DR94b, DR95a, Duf04, EO91, FH90, GBC92, HS10, IEC90, ISO90, IDV97, JC93, Kes92, KNOR04, KS12, Le93, Lie94a, Lie94b, LHHW01, Nat92, PZA93, Ple93, SS10, SMSW06, Wag94, WSW00, ZA93].
systems-using [GBC92]. Systolic [MK92]. Szeged [Cse99].
T [Adl93, Ano98b, Gar93, Kon94, Loz98, Yan94b, Gil01, SAC+92]. T-Series [SAC+92]. T3D [MWO95, Oed93, SZG95].
T3E [PSG03]. table [Car91a]. tables [DI90]. TAE [Cen91]. tails [EO94]. TAKE [vK94]. Talk [Zim02]. talks [Sch93b].
Taming [DH12, Sa95]. Tangent [GK06].
tangye [aY90]. TAPENADE [PH06].
Targeting [BC19]. Task
[CFK+94, Fos94, FKKC96, Fox94, GOS94, OP98a, RSB97, YKK96, CMVV94, KY98a, KY98b, OPP00, PQ94, RFRH96, SSOG93].
Tasking [KaM10]. Tasks
[OP98b, DRST03, SV95]. taxonomy [LR91].
TaylUR [vH06, vH07, vH10]. TC2
[BT01, Boi97]. TC2/WG2.5 [BT01, Boi97].
Tcl [AG95a]. Tcl/Tk [AG95a]. TCP
[Ano93b, JA92]. TCP/IP [Ano93b, JA92].
teach [Mat90]. Teaching
[Ein96, Fur93, Me96, Tre91]. Technical
[Ano95b, Brn96a, DHP02, KRY90, KK90, Hew91b, MMG00]. Technique
[AMKS02, SR04, BK89, HC08]. Techniques
[Adv98, BGPL94, BMMN94, Crc91, DP99, FB12, GS01a, Jno93, KLW93, NNNO02, PSC93b, Td91, TtY90, BPG94, CSG94, GDV94, GB92, MKF95, NBC92, Pet91].
Technology [Ano96b, Ano97a, Ano97c, Bra97d, Bra97c, Ins91a, H594b, HS94a, IEE92a, IEE93b, Sc92, TB94+02, Ame97b, ABC+96, Don95, IEC94, IEC97, IEC98a, IEC98b, IEC99, Ins91b, Ins92, IEE94c, H91, ISO94, Int97a, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99, ISO00, Int00, ISO04a, ISO04b, ISO10, Ken94a, Kor99, ZCP95].
Telescopings
[CMK03]. temperature [Cra95, Kuts92].
Template [BFKS93b, BF9593a, V94].
Template-Driven [BFKS93b, BF9593a]. templates [CZM93, Cm93a]. Ten
[BIHMS91a, BHM991b]. Tennessee
[IEE94d]. Tension [Ren97b, Ren96b, Ren09]. Tensor
[Bou97, DLW+98, Gep90, Num05].
TenXpert [Ano96b]. Terabytes [IEE02].
Terms [Ano93b]. TERRACE
[Phi91b, Phi92]. terracing [Phi91b, Phi92].
terrain [Lop90]. Test
[CV94, Cod90a, Cod93a, Cod93b, DGL91b, DDHD90, DCHH88b, Ppy99, Sio1, DFRRR91, Gil01, Kahl01, LS09, Lin90, Mac96b, NJ94a, PB95, RP95]. Testing
[AS97, DG94, HP95a, KO91, MGH81, SD90, SB91, SFB92, SWM95, Si01, SB01, G0703a]. Tests [RB99, GH18, PSE94]. TETRA
[Be92]. Tetrachoric [Be92]. Teukolsky
[Adl93, Gar93, Loz98, Yan94b]. Texas
[Ano94i, IEE92c, IEE93c, IEE94b]. text
[Ano97]. textual [CB94]. TFLOPS
[SMY92]. Their [CMZ94a, UZC97, Ano93j, BRH90, CMZ94a, CMZ95, HK93a, MKS+96, SKM94, Yam95]. Them [Pif96].
Theology [NRS92]. theories [Cal90].
Theory
[Ano94i, BCI+06, Gao06, KDC90, MC94, MC95b, U.S01b, v90, AS03, BW12, Gao05, MC95a, PRR99, GAW96a, GAW96b]. therapy [MKF95]. thermal [EN96].
thermodynamic [KRY90]. these [Met92b].
compact [Dut94]. thin [Mir90, VLLY92].
thin-walled [VLLY92]. Thinking [WLS94].
thinning [SHC91]. Third
[BPG94, PRS99, A90, AH92, BV94].
Thompson [Ano98a]. Thoughts [Tay97].
thread [G0703b]. thread-safe [G0703b].
Thread [TBG+92]. Threads
[HGB01, HG02]. Three
[CL0+02, Fat94, Ogi02, SMSY02, Theo97b, Eli98, GMH92, Heu90, Lai92a, Lai92b, PMH92, SW02, VLLY92]. three-
[Lai92a, Lai92b]. Three-Dimensional
[CL0+02, Ogi02, SMSY02, Eli98, GMH92, Heu90, PMH92, SW02, VLLY92].
Thresholds [MC92]. Thrust [FYR99].
Tight [DCR99a]. Tight-Binding
[DCR99a]. Tim [DeT90]. Time
[ASS95, Ano93b, DCZ96, EL97, FJ92, KNS95b, Mit97, OP98b, PH96, SCh93b, SS96, AFAS99, AF92, CMP02, C195, DNS98, DN04, FCH02, H13, HM93, Kay90, KNS95a, KYSV+15, MA90, KA91, NK94, PQ94, PW93, RP95, SM92, Sat97, SJ94, SZ90, SPM+94, Shi98, SC95, Tor10, YSV+16, YSM+17]. time-dependent
[AFAS99, KYSV+15, MA90, YSV+16, YSM+17]. time-domain [HE13].
Twentieth [ACM93c]. Twenty [ERS95, HS94b, HS94a, MS94].
Twenty-Eighth [ERS95].
Twenty-Seventh [HS94b, HS94a, MS94].
twin [WCN92]. TWINAN90 [WCN92].
Two [CM98, EP87, Mar90, Ram90, Rei97, Shi93b, BB07, CWB92, CA90, CB95, Gao06, GF95a, GST02a, GST02b, Gou93, KY94, Ngu91, NVFNP93, Ren96a, SNK06, Taq16, YK90].
two-dimensional [CA90, Gao06, GF95a, Gou93, Ren96a].
two-hole [Taq16].
two-level [SNK06].
two-particle [Taq16].
two-pass [KY94].
two-way [CB95]. TWYTT [CB95].
Type [CMKH03, Kea95a, Kea96a, Kea96b, SGMS97, Coo94, IEC98b, Int98b, Pre99, RD91, RMX05]. Type-Driven [CMKH03].
typed [RD91]. Types [PMM+08, Wal00, CM91, MKS+96, SKM94].

U.S. [FKL94]. Uhlig
[Ano97a, Hop97, TDMC97]. UK
[Bar92, HK93a, Fri94, HK95]. Ultra
[Car91b, KO94]. Ultra-high [KO94].
Ultrahigh [Car92].
Ultrahigh-performance [Car92].
ULTRIX [Ano91b]. UMFPACK [MKF90].
UML [NCFM15]. Uncertain
[GI91b, GI91a, KE93]. uncommenting [GG95].
uncommon [Mac96a].
Unconstrained [Bou97, Buc94a, Buc94b, Kea95b, MGH81, NS92, GOTO3a, Hop98].
Understand [Scixxa, Scixxb].
Understanding
[BF93a, ZB94a, ZB94b, BF93b].
Undocumented [Ham95a]. Unexpected [CHT92]. UNICOS [Cra91b, Cra92].
Unidimensionality [Nan93c]. Unified [CFH+93, HBD+93]. uniform [KB94].
Unimodular [SM94]. Uniprocessors
[Kar96]. unit [Smi93b]. Unitary
[ARS92, ARS94]. United [Boi97]. Units
[CRDO16]. Units-of-Measure [CRDO16].
univariate [Kay90]. universal
[Cam90, MZT90]. University
[FH90, IEE95b, NBC92, Sen03, Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, Cam13]. Unix
[Ano93b, Che90, Lou90, Phi91b, Phi92].
Unknown [Pre94a]. UNPACK [BR96].
unrealized [VKB93]. unsteady [Ude91].
unsteady-state [Ude91]. Unstructured
[MR95b, PDS+93, SM02b, SM03].
Unsymmetric [DR93a, DR93b]. um
[dVdV97]. unweighted [GH18, GHN19].
up-to-date [Din99]. Update
[Car90, Nar95]. Updated
[TOML04, MBGK11]. updates [Ano92b].
Updating [RG90a, RG90b]. Upgrade
[Ano96b]. Upgrading [Red95, GMC96a].
upward [McG91]. upward-continued
[McG91]. uravnenina [AZ90]. US$49.95
[Got01]. USA
[IEE96, ACM96a, ACM97, ACM98, Agr95, Ano94i, Ano94o, BBC+95, Ban93, BGNP94, HS94b, HS94a, Hua96, IEE94g, IEE94d, IEE02, Kar95, PBG+95, Sen03, SS96, USE94].
usable [KT94]. Usage
[SF92, HW95, Mol12, dL12]. Use
[Bru96a, HHL890, HK93b, HK93a, HK95, LK93a, Schxx, Ste95a, Wal00, BK89, Bru96b, Cal90, Cre90b, FKL94, MKS+96, MWM90, NH90, Tre91]. used [KDG99, Wir09b].
Useful [SG93a, SG93d]. User
[And92a, ABB+95, BBB+94, CMZ93b, CZ90, Con92, CFPS94, dCH94, HKS91, IMS90a, Lib90b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, IMS91g, IMS91h, MSZ90, Ngu91, Scixxb, Smi95a, Sou91a, Sou91b, U.S01c, WHL92a, WHL92b, ZT90, Ano91b, Bak91, CSS90a, CSS90b, CSS91, Cur94, Dig93c, Hor90, Int90b, Int90d, Int90e, Jor90a, Jor90b, LMJC96, Par94, PSC+95, So93, Uni93]. User-friendly
[CFPS94]. user-specified [PSC+95]. Users
[CKZ93, IMS90b, LMK94, Shi98, Sun92a].
uses [BOPC05]. Using
[AMC98, AG95a, Ano90a, AHOK02, BBZ95, Bee01d, Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, Ben99a,
BM99, Bou97, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, BH90, CLI+02, Chi91, CL94, DL97b, Don91, DV92, Fah94, For97, HBG01, Her90, HFT94, HFT97, KT00, LK93b, Lev97, LZ97, Mat90, MR95a, Nan93c, NR98, PFS+04, PPR97, PhD+95, Pre93a, RR+95, RFS98, SZM98, SD92, TR96, Vio90, YKK96, Ben90, BKK94, Bhu91, BL91, Bra94a, BID95, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, BW96, CF90, CRS90, CK86, CC98, CDGM96, CA92, CFS94, Don90, DDcMR96, DS97, Don90, Dot93, DH95, Eli98, Err06, FGBN19, FPR01, GBC92, Gou93, GHSJ94, HHK+93, Han92, Has06, HLS90, Hop03, KY98a, KY98b, Kea92, KMT91, KS12, KVK92, LP05, LN91, MGC91, Ogi02, RBD+10, RBD+11, Rei93, RPL96, RR99, using [RD91, SM02a, Sav95, SOP93, SS10, SD93, SSS99, VSH91, WO96, WTW90, Yan95, Yuan, YB13, ZMR +91].

Utah [Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e].
Utility [OC94, Pra90, Rap90].
utilizing [Cra95].
Utrecht [Ano93q].
UX [TOML04].
V [Ede90, Mal91, MMEH08, Zei92, How91, SH91].
V/STOL [How91, SH91].
v1.0 [CA92, HM12].
v1.1 [BRdAHK04].
v1.8.0 [Cod90a].
v2 [MAH+02, TOML04].
v2.5 [Hew01].
va [Bee94d, Wie94].
Valarrays [Ano99c].
valence [MCA17].
Validated [Cse99].
Validation [AAS93, BMV03, Van95].
Value [BG97, Cas89a, CC92a, EP87, vHKS94a, HKS94, Hig91, McB96, vK984, vVKS94b, BG94, FT03, Gl01, IDV97].
Value-Based [vHKS94a, HKS94, vK984, vVKS94b].
Value [Cas89a, Cas97].
Values [BBCH95, BD90, McB06, SB01, Som97, EC13].
VAPP [BV94].
variability [FHE95].
Variable [Mey91, Sch99, Sch03, van90b, Con97].
Variable-Length [Cou97].
Variables [Mae93, CCK90, NVFNP93, Str05, VV90].
Variably [Ros93, TOC18].
Variance [KKH10, Mra94].
Variants [DS94].
variational [ZZN94].
VARIATM [LN91].

vB 99, Bou97, BCC+96a, BCC+96b, BH90, CLI+02, Chi91, CL94, DL97b, Don91, DV92, Fah94, For97, HBG01, Her90, HFT94, HFT97, KT00, LK93b, Lev97, LZ97, Mat90, MR95a, Nan93c, NR98, PFS+04, PPR97, PhD+95, Pre93a, RR+95, RFS98, SZM98, SD92, TR96, Vio90, YKK96, Ben90, BKK94, Bhu91, BL91, Bra94a, BID95, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, BW96, CF90, CRS90, CK86, CC98, CDGM96, CA92, CFS94, Don90, DDcMR96, DS97, Don90, Dot93, DH95, Eli98, Err06, FGBN19, FPR01, GBC92, Gou93, GHSJ94, HHK+93, Han92, Has06, HLS90, Hop03, KY98a, KY98b, Kea92, KMT91, KS12, KVK92, LP05, LN91, MGC91, Ogi02, RBD+10, RBD+11, Rei93, RPL96, RR99, using [RD91, SM02a, Sav95, SOP93, SS10, SD93, SSS99, VSH91, WO96, WTW90, Yan95, Yuan, YB13, ZMR+91].
Utah [Bee94d, Bee01f, Bee01e].
Valarrays [Ano99c].
valence [MCA17].
Validated [Cse99].
Validation [AAS93, BMV03, Van95].
Value [BG97, Cas89a, CC92a, EP87, vHKS94a, HKS94, Hig91, McB96, vK984, vVKS94b, BG94, FT03, Gl01, IDV97].
Value-Based [vHKS94a, HKS94, vK984, vVKS94b].
Value [Cas89a, Cas97].
Values [BBCH95, BD90, McB06, SB01, Som97, EC13].
VAPP [BV94].
variability [FHE95].
Variable [Mey91, Sch99, Sch03, van90b, Con97].
Variable-Length [Cou97].
Variables [Mae93, CCK90, NVFNP93, Str05, VV90].
Variably [Ros93, TOC18].
Variance [KKH10, Mra94].
Variants [DS94].
variational [ZZN94].
VARIATM [LN91].
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without [BW12, CZM93b, CMZ93a]. Wizard [Tre97], woman [Ano95d]. Work [PPW94, WNO94]. Work-efficient [PPW94]. workbook [Lem93d, MC91]. Working [Boi97, BT01, CGS94, Ein91, DR94a]. workload [Ber92]. WorkPlace [Ano97c, Bra97c]. Works [Pas95]. Workshop [PEP92, Agr95, Ano93m, BPG94, CKZ93, DT94, DW94, Fer92, FK95, HK93b, HK93a, HK95, IF95, Kum94, PBG+95, Sch93a, Sch93b, Smi95a, Wie94, Ano95g, Ban93, BGNP94, Don95, Hua96]. Workstation [AOL94a, AOL94b, KC94, Num91a]. Workstations [Bau93, Coe94b, BID95, DOSW96, Lan93a, SR95]. World [HR92, SIOS02]. WRAPGEN [Bru96a, Bru96b]. Wrapi [Sar94]. Wrapper [AS14, FCHE02]. Write [Dec93, See04, Cah90]. Writer [Ano97b]. Writing [NRK98, Que00, Wes96, Ano92b]. Written [KaM10, MDD94, GJU96]. WWW2GCC [CH96].
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